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Considerable interest is being exhibited in the novel and
enhanced properties of nanostructured materials. These
materials, with their constituent phase or grain structures
modulated on a length scale of less than 100 nm, are now
artificially synthesized by awide variety of physical, chemical,
and mechanical methods. Today, scientists and engineers
have access to a wealth of technologies such as self-assembly,
chemical template, electron-beam lithography, focused-
ion-beam (FIB) lithography, nanoimprint, nanomolding,
and scanning-probe lithography to build nanostructures
at unprecedented scales, resolution, and throughput. The
art of developing functionalized nanostructured materials
exploiting unusual interfacial properties seems to have pro-
duced hitherto unknownman-made materials. Exploitations
of nanostructured metal and oxide materials with many
excited optical, chemical, and mechanical properties will
lead to the broad range of potential applications including
catalyst, drug discovery, sensing, nanoimaging, spectroscopy,
optoelectronics, data storage, and structured-materials with
enhanced mechanical properties.

In this special issue, a series of contributed papers is
focused on the function-motivated nanostructure design,
fabrication, characterization, and application including
metal, oxide, and ceramics. A wide range of recent progress
on the chemical and physical fabrication methods of metal
nanostructures, their optical properties, and application
has been reviewed by G. Kawamura’s and Y. Yang’s groups.
C. T. Torres et al. reported the transmittance modulation
of optical signals in a nanocomposite integrated by two

different silver doped zinc oxide thin solid films. T. K. Lee
et al. reported polyol-free synthesis of highly loaded Pt
catalysts on sulfuric-acid-treated graphene oxide (SGO) and
their catalytic properties. Y. H. Lin’s group reported Fe-doped
NiO nanofibers synthesized by electrospinning method and
studied their ferromagnetic behaviors. The surface modifi-
cation of SiC ceramics and the optical application have been
reviewed by F. Jiang. The nanostructures of Si, GaN, and
TiO
2
and their optical-electric properties were studied by D.

Li et al., S. P. Chang et al., and L. Cheng et al., respectively.
Kasuga’s group demonstrated aluminum silicate nanotube
coating of siloxane-poly (lactic acid)-vaterite composite
fibermats by electrospinning. This approach may provide
a new method of improving the surface of polymer-based
biomaterials.
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Surface-enhancedRaman scattering (SERS) has attracted great attention due to its remarkable enhancement and excellent selectivity
in the detection of various molecules. Noble metal nanomaterials have usually been employed for producing substrates that can
be used in SERS because of their unique local plasma resonance. As the SERS enhancement of signals depends on parameters
such as size, shape, morphology, arrangement, and dielectric environment of the nanostructure, there have been a number of
studies on tunable nanofabrication and synthesis of noble metals. In this work, we will illustrate progress in engineering metallic
nanostructures with various morphologies using versatile methods. We also discuss their SERS applications in different fields and
the challenges.

1. Introduction

The physical phenomenon behind Raman spectroscopy is an
inelastic scattering of a photon from a molecule in which the
frequency changes preciselymatching the difference in vibra-
tional energy levels [1]. Raman spectroscopy offers rich infor-
mation of molecules, such as molecular structures, surface
information, interface reactions, and so forth [2].The Raman
signal is several orders of magnitude weaker than the fluores-
cence emission in most cases because of its very small scat-
tering cross-section [3], thus preventing its applications in
many fields. However, the discovery of the surface-enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS) phenomenon renews interests in
Raman scattering due to the improved signal intensity.

The first measurement of SERS was reported by Fleis-
chmann et al. in 1974, who observed intense Raman signal
from pyridine adsorbed onto a roughened silver electrode
surface [4]. In 1977, Van Duyne and Jeanmaire reported that
the enhanced Raman signal intensity was due to an increase
of 105-106 times from the scattering cross-section compared
to the signal intensity of the bulk pyridine [5]. The effect was
later called surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).

Generally, noble metals and some oxides [6] are used as
SERS substrates, but the SERS enhancement originated from
metal oxides is not strong [7]. In this paper, wemainly discuss
noble metal nanoparticles and their SERS applications.

Following the discovery of SERS, there have been an
extensive amount of fundamental researches and theoretical
studies on the SERS effect. After much debate, the general
consensus is achieved that there are two important mech-
anisms underlying SERS: the electromagnetic enhancement
and chemical enhancement, and the former is responsible for
the major portion of SERS enhancement [8]. We will discuss
the theories in detail in the following part.

There have emerged a number of reports focusing on
metal substrates with variousmorphologies for SERS applica-
tions, such as nanospheres, nanocubes, aggregate [9], as well
as well-designed one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional
(2D), three-dimensional (3D) arrays and patterns [8, 10].
With those special structures, SERS has been used in various
fields, such as trace detection of chemical and biological
molecules and fast and effective detection of food additives,
illicitly sold narcotics, and explosives. Although there are so
many methods and different designs, it is still a challenge
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to produce highly sensitive, greatly selective, stable, repro-
ducible substrates using a facile, robust, low-cost, and high-
yield method.

In this paper, we will briefly review the theoretical back-
ground of SERS firstly.Then some typical methods for metal-
lic SERS substrates will be demonstrated. At last, we will
report popular applications of SERS in different practical
fields.

2. Theoretical Background

Since the discovery of SERS, researchers have devoted much
effort to understand the mechanism for the enhancement.
At present, the electromagnetic enhancement and chemical
enhancement are regarded as the two predominant mech-
anisms. While electromagnetic enhancement arises from
increasing the applied electric field, chemical enhancement
derives from amplifying the molecular polarizability. For
electromagnetic enhancement, the intensity of Raman spec-
trum is proportional to the square of the induced dipole
moment, which is a product of the molecular polarizability
and the applied electric field [1].

Electromagnetic (EM) enhancement is due to that the
optical field is facilitated by localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) of metallic nanostructure, which results
in the enhanced Raman signal intensity [1]. At a certain
excitation frequency, collective oscillation of electrons in the
conduction band of the metal will resonate with the incident
light, resulting in a strong oscillation of the surface electrons,
which commonly known as LSPR [11]. LSPRmay appear only
when dimensions of the structure are much smaller than
the wavelength of the light. Besides, the shape, architecture,
composition, and surrounding environment of metal nano-
materials also affect the LSPR; thus, it is of great importance
to design these parameters of nanomaterials for high SERS
enhancement [1, 8, 12].

Chemical enhancement is considered to be relative to
the direct interaction between the adsorbed molecule and
the metal surface, which lead to an increased Raman cross-
section for the adsorbed molecule [13]. The most attractive
way is charge transfer between the adsorbed molecule and
the metal surface [14]. Because of the chemisorptions of the
molecules on the surface, new electronic states become acces-
sible, which serves as resonant intermediate states resulting
in the increase of the intensity. Ultimately, the chemical
enhancement mechanism is a short-range effect due to the
required direct adsorbate-surface interaction, which gener-
ally limits to only the first layer of adsorbed molecules [3, 14].

One of the important parameters to characterize SERS
substrates is the enhancement factor (EF), which is especially
true for the practical application of SERS and the comparison
with the theoretical calculation [10, 15]. In fact, the most
widely used definition of the enhancement factor is according
to the following equation [1, 15, 16], which describes the over-
all enhancement in Raman scattering

EF =
𝐼SERS/𝑁Surf
𝐼RS/𝑁Vol

. (1)

In the above equation, while 𝐼SERS denotes the intensity of the
special band for the spectra of probe molecules which absorb

on the SERS substrate, 𝐼RS denotes the intensity of the same
band for the spectra of probe molecules in the Raman (non-
SERS) measurement. 𝑁Surf and 𝑁Vol are the corresponding
number of analyte molecules in the focal volume. Generally
themagnitude of EF is in the range of 104–108; however, in the
single molecule SERS detection, the EF can reach up to 1014.
A comprehensive study of enhancement factor was reported
according to [15].

In general, the EM and chemical enhancement exist
simultaneously, but the proportion of contributions is differ-
ent, in which the former can give 104–106 enhancement and
the latter usually provides 10–100 enhancement. At present,
researchers focus on the EM enhancement because the EM
enhancement is stronger than the chemical enhancement and
more helpful for the practical applications of SERS substrates.

3. Noble Metallic Nanostructures Used as
SERS Substrates

According to the theoretical background mentioned before
for SERS, the EM enhancement provides the most contribu-
tion to the total enhancement of Raman signal. However, the
EM enhancement is mainly due to LSPR, which is dependent
on the shape, size, and structure of the material [17]. Hence,
it is of great importance to design rational materials for
achieving the strongest enhancement.

Noble metallic nanostructures have been widely used
in SERS because of their LSPR properties [11]. As a result,
there have appeared many researches focusing on preparing
ideal noble metallic nanostructures as SERS substrates [5].
TakingAg andAunanostructures as examples, various shapes
have emerged [10], such as nanocubes [18, 19], nanorods
[20, 21], nanocaps [16], nanochains [22, 23], nanoplates [24],
honeycomb and hexagonally structured patterns [25], and
nanoclusters [26]. Monodisperse nanoparticles show high
SERS enhancement because of their special shapes and sizes.
For example, a systematic study on Ag nanocubes with a
size ranging from 60 to 200 nm, in which the intensity of
SERS increased with the size and the particles with sharper
curvature showed a high sensitivity in contrast to normal
particles with the similar size [27]. The size of nanoparticles
must be smaller than the wavelength of the light to produce
LSPR, but it should not be too small, otherwise itmay result in
poor polarization of nanoparticles and hence poor plasmon
resonance [8]. For the nanoclusters and nanopatterns, the
shape of patterns and the size of gaps between particles may
influence the interparticle coupling, which plays an impor-
tant role in generating enhanced signals [28].

As a result, to achieve high sensitive SERS signals, fabri-
cation of effective noble metallic nanostructures is crucial.

4. Fabrication of Metallic
Nanostructures for SERS

With the development of nanotechnology, nanofabrication
has improved for meeting simple, low-cost, large-scale, and
green requirements. In this section, we will introduce several
common methods, which have been used to generate noble
metal nanostructures for SERS applications.
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4.1. Solution-Phase Synthesis

4.1.1. Polyol Process. The polyol process is a simple and versa-
tile method for preparing metal nanostructures with various
shapes and sizes [11, 29–31], which show potential optical
applications. The enhancement effect of SERS is dependent
on the shape and size of materials; thus, the polyol process is
a good choice for preparing SERS substrates.

In a typical polyol synthesis [32, 33], the salt precursor and
polymeric capping agent are injected into a preheated polyol,
especially ethylene glycol, which serves as both a solvent
and a reducing agent. The nucleation and growth could be
controlled through varying the reaction conditions, such as
temperature, reagent concentration, and types of additive
ions, thus controlling the final products.

The nucleation and growth mechanisms in the polyol
process have been discussed in detail [11, 29]. In this section,
we take the synthesis of Ag nanostructures as an example.
Typically, to obtainAgnanostructures, silver nitrate (AgNO

3
)

is used as metal salt precursor, ethylene glycol (EG) as the
reductant and solvent, poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) as the
stabilizer and crystal-habit modifier [11, 30]. During the
reaction process, initially formed small Ag clusters grow
larger and become more stable which usually called seeds.
The seeds may show three different structures: single crys-
talline, single twinned, andmultiply twinned. By introducing
additive chemical agents or ions, the growth speed of different
crystalline faces can be changed, resulting in the formation
of nanoparticles with different shapes by the selective growth
of dominate crystalline faces. There are many works using
different additive ions leading to different shapes with SERS
applications. For example, Wiley et al. reported shape-
controlled synthesis of various Ag nanostructures with this
method [32] as shown in Figure 1. According to their study
multiply twinned seeds grew into Ag pentagonal nanowires
with addition of chloride and Fe3+, inwhich chloride prevents
seeds from aggregating and Fe3+ protects twinned seeds from
etching by chloride and oxygen.Without adding Fe3+, Cl−/O

2

pair will dissolve both multiply twinned and singly twinned
seeds, resulting in the products dominated by Ag cuboctahe-
drons or cubes. By adding Br− into the solution, only single
twinned seeds retained, ultimately resulting in the formation
of Ag nanobars or right bipyramids. More recently, they
produced large-scale Ag nanocubes by introducing argon
into the NaHS-mediated synthesis [18]. However, in contrast
toAg synthesis, there is a notable difference in themechanism
for growing Au nanostructures: PVP preferentially promote
the growth of {111} facets but not the {100} facets for Ag
nanostructures, thus resulting in different shapes [29, 34, 35].
When using tetrachloroaurate trihydrate (HAuCl

4
⋅3H
2
O) as

precursor, diethylene glycol (DEG) or tetraethylene glycol
(TEG) as reductant, PVP as capping agent, various polyhedral
nanostructures have been prepared [34]. Moreover, adding
Ag+ into the solution, Au nanocubeswith the size in the range
of ∼100 nm have been fabricated [35].

4.1.2. Seed-MediatedGrowth. Another popular chemical syn-
thesis method for preparing well-defined shapes and sizes is
using preformed nanocrystals as seeds for further growth,

which is generally called seed-mediated growth [11, 36]. As
a major advantage over conventional methods, the intro-
duction of preformed seeds into a synthesis process allows
nucleation and growth separately, thus making it easier
to obtain a desired morphology by only manipulating the
growth process. In general, metal atoms could deposit on
seeds with the same composition or different composition,
which are respectively called homogeneous or heterogeneous
growth. The difference in lattice constant between the seed
and the deposited metal will influence the final products.
Besides, there are other influence factors [29, 36]: (1) the
internal structure of the seed, for example, twin defects,
stacking faults, and grain boundaries, which show a higher
reactivity; (2) the presence and types of capping agents, such
as surfactants, polymer stabilizers, ionic species, as well as
unknown contaminants, which could bond selectively to
different crystalline facets; and (3) the reduction or growth
kinetics, which may influence the forming and dissolve of
the seeds. Therefore, we can receive products with different
shapes and morphologies through using different seeds and
under different experimental conditions.

By using preformed spherical or cubic seeds, Ag nano-
cubes with uniform edge lengths controllable in the range
of 30–200 nm have been prepared, in which the size was
adjusted by varying the amount of AgNO

3
precursor added

in the reaction solution [19]. In their study, the calculated
EFs of Ag nanocubes did not vary much with the increase
of size because 𝐼SERS and 𝑁SERS both became larger with
increasing size of the cube.However, the enhancement factors
have a relationship with the laser polarization. Recently by
adding ionic or covalent bromides into the typical seed-
mediated system, Ag nanobars with different aspect ratios
were achieved [37], in which EFs showed anisotropy andwere
found to be dependent on the aspect ratios of nanobars, its
orientation is relative to laser polarization, aswell as thewave-
length of excitation, as shown in Figure 2. A characteristic
feature of anisotropic structures such as nanorods, nanowires
is that its plasmonic band splits into two components, which
corresponds to the longitudinal and transverse components
of the localized surface plasmon resonance [20]. Faceted
pentagonal Ag nanorods with tunable dimensions have
also been reported by using photochemically synthesized
decahedra seeds, in which the SERS enhancement dropped
with the increase of the aspect ratio [21]. The report also
suggests that interparticle cavities play a dominant role in
SERS enhancement.

In addition, special Au nanostructures could be readily
achieved by using different preformed seeds. For example,
recently Au nanohexapods were prepared with single-crystal
Au octahedral seeds, in which the seeds were also produced
by seeded growth [38]. Core-shell nanostructure has also
been prepared through an improved seed-mediated growth
[39].

4.1.3. Self-Assembly. According to the twomethods described
above, they are usually used to prepare variousmonodisperse
metal nanoparticles. While self-assembly is a typical process,
in which metal nanoparticles spontaneously organize into
special arrays or patterns with controllable size, structure,
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100 nm 100 nm

1 𝜇m 100 nm

Figure 1: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of representative silver nanostructures: (A) nanobars, (B) truncated cubes, (C) cubes,
and (D)wires, all at the same scale. Insets showTEM images of the nanowires. Reprintedwith permission from [32]. Copyright 2007American
Chemical Society.

and composition. To date, different assembly approaches
have been employed to assemble different dimensional metal
nanoarchitectures based on corresponding metal nanoparti-
cles [40, 41].These typical assembly approaches include layer-
by-layer (LBL) assembly [42, 43], solvent-induced evapora-
tion [44], Langmuir-Blodget assembly [45], external field-
driven assembly [46], ion or small molecule or polymer
induced assembly [22, 23, 47], liquid-liquid interface assem-
bly [48], and so forth.

Chainlike 1D nanostructure has been widely fabri-
cated through assembling nanoparticles [49–51]. For exam-
ple, Yang et al. reported the assembly of Ag nanoparti-
cles into nanochains under the inducing of cetyltrimethy-
lammonium bromide (CTAB) and the assistance of 11-
mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) [22] as shown in Figure 3.
In their process, CTAB linked together the {100} facets of
neighboring Ag nanoparticles and MUA prevented excess
aggregations of nanoparticles. Their results show that the
chain length could be easily controlled by adjusting the
amount of CTAB and MUA. The maximum SERS enhance-
ment factor around 2.6 × 108 was observed on the Ag mono-
layer mainly composing of four-particle nanochains, which
was due to the enhancement of localized electromagnetic
field.The localized surface plasmon coupling at the interstitial

sites of Ag nanochains resulted in the enhanced localized
electromagnetic field.More Recently gold nanoparticle linear
aggregates were generated by using a siloxane surfactant, in
which the enhancement factor reached to 2.4 × 106, that was
about 5 times stronger than the isolated Au nanosphere [23].
In 2011, acid-directed self-assembly of Ag nanoparticles into
special nanostructures has been achieved without using any
polymer surfactant or capping agent [47]. In the process,
ascorbic acid reduced the precursor solution, and with the
assistance of citric acid perfect microspheres composing of
nanosheets were produced. Helical nanochains were also
prepared by self-assembly of spherical colloids in V-shaped
grooves [52].

In addition, metal nanoparticles can be immobilized on
solid substrates resulting in 2D structures through chemical
attachment [53, 54], electrostatic interaction [55], capillary
force driving [56], and direct transfer of pre-assembled
nanoparticle film [45], focusing on which numerous works
have been published [57]. Recently under the guiding
of polystyrene-b-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP-b-PS) block
copolymer, citrate-stabilized gold nanospheres assembled
into arrays on the Si substrate driving by electrostatic inter-
action between the positively charged pyridinium groups on
the substrate and the negatively charged surface ligands of
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Figure 2: SERS spectra taken from a single Ag nanobar at twowavelengths and different orientations relative to the laser polarization. (a) SEM
image of a typical Ag nanobar of 150 nm in length (𝑙) and 75 nm in width (𝑤) supported on a Si wafer.The 514 or 785 nm laser was propagating
perpendicular to the Si substrate and the polarization angle (𝜃) with respect to the nanobar was varied from 0∘ to 180∘. (b) SERS intensity as a
function of 𝜃, with the fit to cos4(𝜃). ((c), (d)) SERS spectra for 1, 4-BDT are plotted for 514 and 785 nm lasers at different polarization angles.
The peak at ∼980 cm−1 was from the Si substrate. The 1, 4-BDT peaks at 1562 cm−1 are highlighted in gray. ((e), (f)) Enhancement factors of
individual nanobars calculated from the peaks of 1, 4-BDT for transverse (circles) and longitudinal (squares) polarizations, and with 514 nm
(green) and 785 nm (red) excitations. Reprinted with permission from [37]. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.

the nanoparticles [55]. Their products showed a uniform
response regardless of orientation and excellent reproducibil-
ity, which are very important for practical applications of
SERS. Besides, nanoparticle cluster arrays were reported by
using nanopatterns of poly(styrene-block-2-vinylpyridine)
(PS-b-P2VP) [58].

Finally, the metal nanoparticle clusters have been
obtained through controllable assembly. Different morphol-
ogies can be generated under usage of molecular linkers

[59], asymmetrically functionalized nanoparticles [60], and
controlling the aggregation kinetics [61].

4.2. Template Technique. Template technique offers another
way to prepare nanostructures with well-defined size and
shape under the assistance of templates. By using differ-
ent templates, different morphologies could be obtained.
There are many approaches for preparing metal nanomate-
rial through hard templates, such as anodic alumina oxide
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Figure 3: TEM images of Ag colloids: (a) sol-1, (b) sol-2, (c) sol-3, and (d) sol-4. All scale bars represent 50 nm. ((e)–(h)) Particle number
distribution in Ag nanochains for related TEM images. The criterion to judge whether a group of Ag particles form a chain or not is that the
distance between neighboring particles is less than the chain length of CTAB molecules. Reprinted with permission from [22]. Copyright
2007 American Chemical Society.

(AAO) [62, 63], polycarbonate membranes (PCM) [64],
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) [65], monolayer colloidal
crystal [66], and so forth, as well as soft templates, including
micelles [67], reverse micelles, DNA, and so forth [11, 68]. In
this section, we will describe some popular templates used to
generate special noble metal nanostructures.

Anodic alumina oxide (AAO), also known as porous
anodic alumina (PAA), is a very popular substrate for produc-
ing variousmetal nanostructures, such as nanowire, nanorod,
nanopore, and nanodot arrays. Silver nanopores with abun-
dant sub-5 nm gaps as SERS substrates were reported by
electron beam deposition Ag on the porous side through
controlling the temperature and the deposited Ag thickness,
of which the EF reached to 107 using rhodamine 6G (R6G) as
the probe molecule [62]. High ordered gold nanodots were
also fabricated by using AAO template with the thickness of
750 nm [63], in which Raman signal of thin silicon mem-
branes on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates was
enhanced and exhibited structure information.

Monolayer colloidal crystal (MCC) is another interested
template for producing various metal nanopatterns, which is
also widely used in fabricating SERS substrates. In general,
there are two cases: metal materials depositing on the top
of colloidal crystals and metal materials depositing on the
interspaces of the colloidal crystal monolayer, which result
in nanocaps, honeycomb, and hexagonal arrays. MCC could

be prepared by self-assembly process [68]. The target metal
material can be deposited on the prepared MCC templates
through plasma sputtering [69], magnetron sputtering [16],
and so forth. In most cases, the templates finally need to
be removed to produce ideal metal nanopatterns. For exam-
ple, tunable Au nanoshell arrays were prepared by using
pretreated uniform polystyrene (PS) monolayer colloidal
crystals as template [69]. By varying the plasma sputtering
deposition time, different nanopatternswith different spacing
were generated, which showed different SPR intensity, thus
tuning the SERS intensity. An order Ag nanocaps were also
fabricated through magnetron sputtering Ag on the two-
dimensional PS monolayer colloidal crystal template, which
showed a high SERS intensity with an enhance factor ∼1012
using 4-mercaptopyridine (4-Mpy) as the probe molecule
[16].

In addition, recently by sputtering deposition Ag and
Au nanoneedles arrays were obtained, in which the firstly
deposited carbon nanoneedles arrays serve as an template
inducing the formation of final products [70, 71]. Rodŕıguez-
Fernández fabricated Au semishells using Janus silica parti-
cles as templates [72].

4.3. Other Methods. Besides the methods mentioned before
for fabricating SERS substrates, there have been other meth-
ods, such as combination of nanoparticles with special
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structure or material [73, 74], screen printing [75], and
sonochemical synthesis [76], and winkle-confined drying of
collides [77].

For example, Ag nanoparticles deposited on the porous
silicon in theAgNO

3
solution, inwhichAg aggregates formed

and the sizes could be controlled by varying the concentra-
tion of AgNO

3
solution [73]. The SERS performance was

measured by detecting R6G and crystal violet (CV), which
showed remarkable Raman signal enhancement. Besides, a
facile and fast method was reported by chemically depositing
Ag on polyaniline films treated by hydrazine in AgNO

3

solution, as well as adding lactic acid, which ultimately
forming flower-like Ag nanostructure in less than oneminute
[74].The prepared Ag nanostructure showed highly response
to 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA) up to ppb level. Large-
scale fabrication was achieved through screen printing [75].
The printing ink consisted of Ag nanoparticles and sodium
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), in which the nanoparticles
were reduced by sodium citrate and CMC was used to adjust
the viscosity of the ink. The ink was placed on the woven
mesh and forced into the image areas of the woven mesh as
hard squeegee moving across the mesh. 3D Ag microflowers
have been prepared by a simple and sonochemical method,
which showed high sensitivity of SERS for R6G and 4-
mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA) molecule [76]. In the proce-
dure, AgNO

3
and L-ascorbic acid (AA) were mixed and

sonicated using an ultrasonic generator at room temperature.
TheAg nanoparticles of different sizes were achieved through
controlling the ultrasonic time and power, as well as the
reactantmolar ratio. Gold nanoparticle arrays were produced
through confining gold nanoparticle collides by wrinkled
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) during drying [77].

5. Practical Applications of SERS

Raman spectrum can inherently imply rich information of
analyte molecules, and SERS with higher signal intensity
make it possible to detect analyte in very low concentration,
which improves its practical applications. There have been
a large number of works focusing on applications of SERS
in various fields, including trace chemical detection, such as
dye molecules [70, 78, 79], illicitly sold narcotics [70], food
additives [47], and residual pesticide trace detection [20, 80,
81], as well as bioanalysis [82, 83] and explosives detection
[84, 85].

5.1. Applications of SERS in Trace Chemical Detection. Dye
molecules such as R6G and MG are reported to be used as
SERS probe molecules. For example, Ag nanoneedles array
substrates prepared by a simple Ar+ ion sputtering technol-
ogy were used to detect R6G at a very low concentration
∼10−11M [70]. Besides, many bands are distinctly observed
in the spectra even when the R6G concentration was down
to 10−15M, by using Ag nanosheets-assembled micro-hem-
ispheres as SERS substrates [78]. There was another report
showing that the detection concentration for R6G on the Ag
microflower substrates was as low as 10−17M [79]. Because of
the low detection limit of R6G, it is useful for studies on single
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Figure 4: Raman spectra of ketamine hydrochloride with different
concentration of (A) 27 ppb, (B) 275 ppb, and (C) 2.7 ppm adsorbed
onAg nanoneedles (633 nm, 3s) [70]. Reproduced by the permission
of the Royal Society of Chemistry.

molecule SERS. In addition, dyes can produce vibrant colors,
thusmake it treasured since antiquity [86].The easy and facile
detection of dye molecules may promote the historical and
cultural research.

The detection of trace-level hazardous chemicals is also in
high demand because of the increasing threat from harmful
environments and unreliable food safety. For example, Yang
et al. detected ketamine hydrochloride down to 27 ppbwithin
3 s, which offers significant applications in both biomedical
diagnostics and forensics field [70] as shown in Figure 4.

Melamine, a chemical compound, has beenwidely used in
milk, infant formula, and pet food as an additive to increase
protein content because of its high nitrogen content (66% by
mass). However, since 2007, melamine, with its contaminant
cyanuric acid, has become prominent because of the milk
scandal. As a facile and simple spectroscopy technique, SERS
has been used to detect melamine content. For instance,
Zhang et al. reported that melamine with a concentration
of ∼5 ppm could be readily detected by using the core-shell
Ag nanostructure assembled by nanosheets [47]. In addition,
pesticide residues have also been detected through SERS
and using metal nanostructure substrates. For example, gold
nanorods and silver nanocubes were used to detect three dif-
ferent herbicides: the organochlorine compound 2,4-D, the
organophosphorus compound trichlorfon, and the triazinic
compound ametryn, which were fabricated in solution phase
[20]. Silver nanoparticles decorated silicon nanowires have
been used to in situ detect pesticide residues on a cucumber
surfacewith a high SERS intensity, whichwere prepared using
CTAB as the soft template to induce nanoparticles absorbing
on the nanowires [80]. Moreover, Li et al. in situ detected
parathion residues on fresh orange using Au-SiO

2
core-shell

nanostructure [81] as shown in Figure 5. And this provides an
important potential to rapidly detect pesticide residue on the
fruits and vegetables, which is crucial to diet safety.
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5.2. Applications of SERS in Biosensing. SERS has been widely
used for bioanalysis [82], including detecting biomolecules
[87, 88], pathogens sensing [89, 90], cancer diagnosis [91,
92], urine components detection [93], and in vivo molecular
probing in live cells [94], which play an important role in the
life science for health care or therapeutic treatment.

Biomolecules, such as DNA, can be detected using SERS.
There have been reports focusing on detecting the sequence
of DNA molecule by SERS technique, which based on the
mixed DNA-functionalized silver nanoparticles probe [87]
or using gold nanoparticle aggregates [88]. Bacteria, one

of the pathogens, have been identified using SERS through
internally or externally depositing Ag and Au colloids on
bacteria [89]. The applications of SERS on cells for detecting
pathogens have also been studied, as well as the SERS-
based immunoassay. Binding the antibody and the metal
nanoparticles can be used to detect the special antigen, which
serves as biomarker of corresponding cancer [91]. Moreover,
recently there has been a study focusing on the detection
of ß-agonist in urine, in which the chemometric method
was introduced for high sensitivity [93].Their work provided
a potential use of SERS in drug test and clinic detection.
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Much effort to meet reliable, fast, and high specific detection
requirements remains to be proceeded.

5.3. Applications of SERS in Explosives Detection. The detec-
tion and analysis of explosives are important to homeland
security, environment cleaning, military issues, and land
mine detection. For instance, Ni–Au nanocarpets (NCs) were
prepared through a galvanic replacement reaction, starting
from prefabricated Ni NCs, which showed high activity and
reproducibility as SERS substrates for detecting explosives
with a low concentration about 10−7M [84]. Silver-gold
bimetallic nanostructureswere achieved by sunlight inducing
and DNA template assisting [85]. By varying the molar ratio
of silver to gold, the morphologies of products could be
controlled. The prepared Ag-Au nanostructure showed a
very low detection concentration of TNT down to 10−15M
through SERS technology. Stable and reproducible substrates
for detecting explosives are still challenging.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we mainly discuss the theoretical background
of SERS, some synthesis methods of SERS substrates, and
their applications in different fields. Although there have been
many studies focusing on the theories, some issues remain
unclear and unsure, such as the attribution of chemicalmech-
anism. With the development of designing various nanos-
tructures, it is possible to further understand the enhance-
ment theories and the factors influencing the enhancement.
Different dimensional nanostructures have been prepared
through various methods, such as polyol process, seed-
mediated synthesis, self-assembly and template technique.
Using these noble metal nanostructures, SERS has been used
in detecting variousmolecules and thus has been applied into
different real fields. However, it is still a challenge to produce
highly sensible, reproducible, and stale substrates using a
simple, low-cost, large-scale, and rapid method. Further
works should be continued to generate high-performance
SERS substrates for wider applications.
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The nanoscale Si films with the thickness of 2 nm, 5 nm, 10 nm, and 20 nmwere deposited by plasma ion assisted deposition (PIAD)
on glass substrate, in order to investigate the initial stage and the nucleation and growth mechanism of the Si film.The atomic force
microscopy (AFM) was used to investigate the surface topography of the as-deposited Si film. The initial nucleation and growth
process of the film was described. The continuous film had been already formed when the film thickness was 10 nm.The growth of
the deposited Si film accorded with the Volmer-Weber growth mode.

1. Introduction

The use of surface coating for surface modification of ceram-
ics is an important alternative as a means of extending the
performance of ceramic materials in a wide range of applica-
tions [1]. The amorphous silicon (a-Si) film was deposited as
surface-modification film on the SiC ceramic matrix which
was applied in advanced optical systems, in order to modify
the microstructure defects or pores on the substrate surface
and provide an alternative surface which would make the
polishing process more easily [2, 3]. Besides, the a-Si film was
the precursor of the crystalline Si film which was widely used
in photovoltaic industry and extensive investigations on the
technique and mechanism of the crystallization were carried
out [4, 5].

The a-Si has been reported to be deposited by typical
physical vapor deposition (PVD), hot-wire chemical vapor
deposition (HWCVD) [6], plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) [4], magnetron sputtering deposition
[7], ultrahigh vacuum ion beam sputtering (UHV IBS) [8],
and so on.

The PVD process which is an environmental friendly
technology could prepare a compact and uniform a-Si film
[9]. The PVD techniques including thermal evaporation
techniques, sputtering technique, and ion assisted deposition
have been used to fabricate Si modification films. In the
typical process of the vacuum evaporation, the migration
rate of atom on the surface of substrate is confined by the
low incident energy (only the kinetic energy of thermal
motion, ∼1 eV), and the preferred orientation growth and
shadow effect could also result in the loose structure with
columnar growth and holes in the final as-deposited film [10].
To solve this problem, the thermal evaporation techniques
are combined with ion sources which provide additional
energy and momentum to influence the properties of the as-
deposited films, known as ion assisted deposition (IAD) [11–
13]. To reinforce the chemical reaction between the substrate
and the as-deposited materials atoms which would finally
improve the compactness and the adhesive strength of the
deposited film, the plasma ion assisted deposition (PIAD),
as one of the ion plating method, was introduced into the
deposition process. The plasma produced by the advance
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plasma sources (APS) was distributed in the whole cavity,
which would interact with the as-deposited material atoms
to transfer high energy and to ionize the as-deposited atoms.
The technological merits of this plasma source are recognized
by the production of high performance coatings [14].

The microstructures of the a-Si film prepared by PIAD
have been investigated and the excellent properties were
proved for various applications [1, 9]. But little attention was
paid to the initial stage and the growth mechanism of the
a-Si film deposited by PIAD, which would be important to
the microstructure and the final surface morphology of the
amorphous film.

One of the reasons to this neglect is that most of the
surface-sensitive analytical techniques applied in coating
study could not be available for nanoscale observation. The
nuclei with the size larger than 50 nm could be successfully
observed by high-resolution SEM [15, 16]. The topography
of the nuclei with the size of several nanometers could be
clearly observed by the atomic force microscopy (AFM) [17].
So, only the atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been widely
used to study the growth mechanisms and dynamics and
the nanometer scale morphology of crystal surfaces, since its
invention in 1986 [18].

In this work, a detailed study of the nucleation and
growth mechanism of the PIAD a-Si film on silicate glass
substrate has been performed. The Si films with different
thickness of 2 nm, 5 nm, 10 nm, and 20 nm were prepared.
The nucleation and growth process of the film was observed
by AFM technique. The mean size and height of the nucleus
(island) was estimated by line scan in the AFM images. The
nucleation and growth phenomenon had been described and
analyzed.The continuous filmhad been already formedwhen
the film thicknesswas 10 nm, and the growth process of Si film
deposited on glass substrate by PIAD was found to accord
with Volmer-Weber growth mode. The deposited Si clusters
with the size of 1-2 nm, as the deposition unit, were always
present on the surface of as-deposited continuous Si film in
the PAID process.

2. Experimental Details

The nanosilicon film was deposited on silicate glass in a
box-type vacuum coatingmachine (Leybold APS 1104 coater,
Germany) with plasma ion source assisted. The target was a
high-purity polycrystalline Si source (99.999%, Special Alloy
Powder Metallurgy Materials, General Research Institute
for Nonferrous Metals (GRINM)). Before the deposition,
the substrates were cleaned successively with water in an
ultrasonic cleaner and then rinsed by acetone. All samples
were performed at 200∘C.The vacuum in the chamber before
deposition was 2.0 × 10−3 Pa. The deposition rate remained
0.1 nm/s and the power of ion source was 6 kW during
the deposition process. The mean thickness of Si film was
designed to be 2 nm, 5 nm, 10 nm, and 20 nm, which was real-
time monitored by a quartz crystal oscillator.

The surface topographic signatures of the substrate and
the Si films were observed in detail by the atomic force
microscope (AFM) (SPI3800N and 144 SPA300HV, SEIKO II,
NSKLtd., Japan) in ambient atmosphere at room temperature

in contact mode. The average height (thickness) and the
size of the crystalline grain in full width at half maximum
(FWHM) were estimated by the line scan in the AFM images
and the surface roughness reported as peak value (PV) and
root mean square roughness (RMS) was also calculated.

3. Results

3.1. The Surface Morphology of the Substrate. It is known that
the properties of the substrate surface would significantly
affect not only the microstructure but also the growth mech-
anism especially at the initial stage of the film deposition.The
defect or impurity sites on the substrate surface would be the
priority areas of nucleation. To investigate the growth process
of the nanoscale film, the required properties of the substrate
surface was even crucial.

The typical AFM images of glass substrate surface in two-
dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) and the line
scan profile on the image were shown in Figure 1.The surface
was flat without defects or scratch. The RMS of substrate
surface was 0.9 nm measured by AFM at a scan size of
400 𝜇m2. The line scan in the image showed that the surface
fluctuation was gentle and the PV was about 1 nm, which
means the deposition films which were designed with more
than 2 nm thick in this work would be obviously observed on
this substrate.

3.2. The Surface Morphology of the Si Film. Si films with the
thickness of 2 nm, 5 nm, and 10 nm were deposited on glass
substrate and the AFM topographic images of the surfaces
were shown in Figure 2. Figures 2(a), 2(c), and 2(e) were
the 2D surface topography of the 2 nm, 5 nm, and 10 nm Si
film, respectively, and Figures 2(b), 2(d), and 2(f) were the 3D
images of the selected area in the corresponding 2D images.

The light spheroids randomly dispersed on the surface of
the 2 nm Si film in Figure 2(a) which could associate with
the spheroids observed in Figure 2(b). This surface topog-
raphy signature which was quite different from the surface
of substrate could be induced by the deposition process.
And the spheroids/protuberances could be the nucleus of Si
crystallization at the initial stage of the film forming. In
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) which showed the topography of the
5 nm Si film, the density and the size of the dispersed
nanocrystallites, which have been confirmed in the 2 nmfilm,
were obviously increased. As the thickness of the Si film
increased to 10 nm, the surface topography became smooth
without nanocrystallites structure which has been seen in the
2 nm or 5 nm film; besides more and smaller spheroids were
dispersed in Figure 2(f).

3.3. The Line Scan Profile of the Nuclei. The line scan profiles
of the Si film with different thickness were shown in Figure 3,
and the mean height and full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the spheroids on the surface of the Si film with
different thickness were summarized in Table 1.

The height and the FWHM of the protuberances on the
2 nm Si surface were 1.4 nm and 100 nm, respectively. When
the thickness of the deposited film increased to 5 nm, the
height and FWHM of the nuclei increased to 3.7 nm and
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Figure 1: The AFM topographic image and line scan profile of glass substrate surface.

Table 1: The height and the FWHM of the nuclei on the surface of
the Si film with different thickness.

Thickness 2 nm 5 nm 10 nm
Height 1.4 3.7 nm 0.9
FWHM 106.05 nm 164.05 nm 75.77 nm

164 nm, respectively. The Si nuclei with the intermediate
state of merging were pointed out by arrows in Figure 3(c),
which means that the coalescence process of the nuclei was
progressively undergoing with the growth of the nuclei. The
line scan profile of the film surface exhibited that the height
and FWHM of the nuclei decreased to 0.9 nm and 75.8 nm
instead of increasing with the film thickness, which indicated
the growth stage/module of the deposited film was totally
changed. The statistic results which have great dispersion
indicated the grains in each early growth stagewere presented
on the film surface.

3.4. The Surface Roughness of Si Film. The surface roughness
(PV and RMS) of the Si film with different thickness was
measured at a scan size of 10𝜇m × 10𝜇m which was shown
in Table 2. The surface roughness increased when the Si film
deposited on the substrate and with the thickness increase
of the Si film from 2 nm to 5 nm, which was consistent with
the results of the line scan profiles on the Si film surface.
The surface roughness of the Si film with 10 nm thick was

10.2 nm (PV) and 0.8 nm (RMS) which would be comparable
to the surface roughness of the substrate. The fundamental
changes of the film surface roughness indicated there is no
deep canyon across the whole film thickness between the
independently grown-up islands. So the continues deposited
film was expected.

4. Discussion

The emphases of this work were focused on the topographic
signature of the Si nucleate on the substrate, the growth
process, and mechanism of the nanoscale film. The whole
process of the Si film growth on substrate would be described
as the schematic diagram shown in Figure 4, by studying the
AFM images of all the growth stages of the deposited film.
The surface topography and the line scan profile of the 2 nm
Si film indicated that the spheroid nuclei have been formed
(Figures 2(a) and 3(a)).The nucleus shape was determined by
the noninfiltration phenomenon between the substrate and
the film component, which means the deposited Si atoms
were more strongly bound to each other than they were
bound to the substrate.This nucleation process was described
as the first stage in Figure 4. The height and FWHM of the
nuclei increased when the deposition thickness increased to
5 nm,which indicated the nuclei were at the growth stage.The
nuclei grew up independently or by nuclei coalescence which
was proved by the line scan profile in Figure 3(b) and depicted
as second stage in Figure 4.The nuclei continued to grow and
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Figure 2:The surface topography images of the Si filmwith different thickness.The (a), (c), and (e) were the 10 𝜇m× 10𝜇m2D images of 2 nm,
5 nm, and 10 nm Si film respectively, and the (b), (d), and (f) were the 3D images of the selected area in the 2D images of the corresponding
Si films.
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Figure 3:The line scan profiles of the Si film with different thickness. The (a) and (b) were the profiles of the line scan marked in Figure 2(a),
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Figure 2(e).

Si film

Figure 4:The schematic diagram of the deposition process of Si film
on glass substrate.

coalesce until a continuous film formed which was depicted
as the third stage in Figure 4. Those growth processes were
accorded with the typical processes of Volmer-Weber growth
mode [19, 20].

When the film thickness reached 10 nm, the surface
topography was totally changed without obviously crystallize
nuclei but smooth surface was observed, and the surface
roughness was also reduced to be comparable with the initial
substrate surface. To figure out whether the 10 nm Si film was
completely continuous or not, the surface of the 20 nm Si film
was also observed by AFM. The surface topography image
and line scan profile were shown in Figure 5. The surface of
the 20 nm film showed the same feature with the 10 nm film,

Table 2: The surface roughness of the substrate and deposited Si
films with different thickness.

PV (nm) RMS (nm)
Substrate 10.1 0.8
2 nm Si film 17.3 1.0
5 nm Si film 58.1 3.0
10 nm Si film 10.2 0.8

and the profile of the grains on the surface was of 1∼2 nm
height which was also similar with that of the 10 nm film.
There was no obvious change in the surface topography of
the film with more thickness and we could conclude that the
deposited 10 nm Si film was already continuous.

Besides, the nuclei with the size of 1∼2 nm distributed
on the continuous Si film, which were even smaller than the
initial crystallize nuclei, were considered as the deposition
unit in deposition process. The nanoscale cluster was refined
by the impact of the plasma ions and the ionized to-be-
deposited Si atoms with high energy. The nanoscale deposi-
tion units would effectively increase the interaction between
the deposited Si units and realize the densification of the film
which could finally improve the macroscopic properties of
the deposited film.

5. Conclusion

In this work, the nanoscale Si films were deposited by
plasma ion assisted deposition (PIAD) on glass substrate. Our
emphases were focused on the topographic signature of the Si
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Figure 5: The AFM topographic image and the line scan profile of
the surface of the 20 nm Si deposited film.

nucleate and the growthmechanismof the film.TheAFMwas
used to investigate the surface topography of the deposited
Si film. The nucleation of the deposited Si on the substrate
was observed and the spheroid nuclei were explored on the
surface of the substrate at the initial stage of the film forming.
As the deposition continued, the nucleus grew larger in size
and the evidence of the nucleus coalescence was also shown
in the line scan profile.The continuous film had been already
formed when the film thickness reached 10 nm. The growth
process of Si filmwas found to accordwith the Volmer-Weber
growth mode, and the deposited Si clusters with the size of
1-2 nm, as the deposition units, were always present on the
surface of the as-deposited continuous Si film in the PAID
process.
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Ni1−𝑥𝑥Fe𝑥𝑥O nano�bers with different Fe doping concentration have been synthesized by electrospinning method. An analysis of the
phase composition and microstructure shows that Fe doping has no in�uence on the crystal structure and morphology of NiO
nano�bers, which reveals that the doped Fe ions have been incorporated into the NiO host lattice. Pure NiO without Fe doping
is antiferromagnetic, yet all the Fe-doped NiO nano�ber samples show obvious room-temperature ferromagnetic properties. e
saturation magnetization of the nano�bers can be enhanced with increasing Fe doping concentration, which can be ascribed to
the double exchange mechanism through the doped Fe ions and free charge carriers. In addition, it was found that the diameter of
nano�bers has signi�cant impact on the ferromagnetic properties, which was discussed in detail.

1. Introduction

Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) have been inten-
sively studied due to their high potential for applications
in spin-dependent semiconductor electronics [1]. Practical
spintronic materials should have high Curie temperatures,
high spin polarization of charge carriers, and compatibility
with semiconductors [2, 3]. Lots of experiments were carried
out to study the fascinating properties of the oxide-based
DMSs (e.g., ZnO, TiO2, SnO2, In2O3, etc.) with various
transition metal (TM) ions doped [4–7]. But, compared to
the TM-doped oxide-based materials mentioned above, it is
more feasible to realize the p-type doping in NiO system.

Recently, one-dimensional nano�bers have received
intensive attention due to their excellent magnetic, optical,
electric, and chemical properties [8]. e low-symmetry
structure will affect their peculiar magnetic properties [9].
In the recent study of DMS materials, nanoparticles, �lms
structure of NiO have already been prepared by sol-gel
techniques, hydrothermal route, and Pulsed lase deposition
[10–12]. Unfortunately, the investigation of the Fe-doping
effect on ferromagnetism of one-dimensional DMS �bers
is very limited. us, it is necessary to study the in�uence

of low dimensional structure on NiO-based system. Among
all the methods of making one-dimensional nanostructure
magnetic materials, electrospinning is a simple, versatile, and
convenient approach with the characteristic of easy control
and low cost [13].

Our previous works have already reported the room-
temperature FM behavior of the Fe-doped NiO nanoparticles
[12, 14]. Although pureNiO exhibits insulating character and
antiferromagnetic order at room temperature, introduction
of Fe ions will break the symmetry of the system in NiO,
showing the room-temperature ferromagnetism [15, 16].
erefore, it is anticipated that Fe-doped NiO nano�ber
would exhibit ferromagnetism.

In this work, we prepared Fe-doped NiO nano�bers
(NFO) and observed remarkable FM properties at room
temperature. e result may be attributed to the double
exchange mechanism through the doped Fe ions and free
charge carriers.

2. Experimental Procedure

2�1� Preparation of Fe�doped Nano�bers� Ni(AC)2⋅4H2O and
the appropriate amount of Fe(NO3)3⋅9H2O with different
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

F 1: (a) SEM images of the undopedNiO/PVP nano�bers before calcination. (b) SEM images of the undopedNiO/PVP nano�bers aer
calcination. (c) SEM images of the Fe-doped NiO/PVP composite nano�bers before calcination. (d) SEM images of the Fe-doped NiO/PVP
composite nano�bers aer calcination.

atomic ratios were dropped slowly into the mixed solution
(made by 45mL alcohol and 5mL water) with stirring.
en 2 g PVP powder were added slowly into the solu-
tion under stirring, and the sol solution was obtained for
electrospinning. e precursor sol solution was loaded into
a 10mL plastic syringe with a syringe needle of which
the internal diameter is 0.5mm. e needle was connected
to a DC high-voltage power supply. In our experiment,
a voltage of 12 kV was applied between the cooper plate
collector and the syringe needle with a distance of 12 cm.e
PVP/Ni(CH3COO)2 composite nano�bers were collected
on the cooper plate during electrospinning processes. Pure
NiO and Fe-doped NiO nano�bers were �nally obtained by
calcination at 660∘C for 3 h in air to remove PVP completely.

2.2. Characterization. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was em-
ployed to investigate the crystal structure of nano�bers.
And the morphologies of nano�bers were characterized by
scanning electronmicroscope (SEM).e valence state of the
Fe ions was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) andmagnetic properties of the samples weremeasured
by Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS).

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the SEM images of the nano�bers before and
aer calcination. Figures 1(a) and 1(c) show the SEM images
of undoped NiO/PVP and Fe-doped NiO/PVP composite
nano�bers with smooth surface before calcination. ey are
several millimeters long with a diameter of approximate
270 nm. Furthermore, in contrast to pure NiO/PVA compos-
ite nano�bers, the doping Fe ions in NiO do not in�uence
the morphologies of doped samples. As shown in Figures
1(b) and 1(d), aer calcined at 660∘C, the diameters of all
NiO-based nano�bers shrank drastically to 60�100 nm due
to the decomposition of PVP and the transformation from
metal salts to metal oxides. Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns
of various NiO-based nano�ber samples aer calcination.
Obviously, all of these samples are pure cubic crystalline NiO
phase, and no impurity phase appears.

e existence of the Fe ions in the presentNFOnano�bers
was veri�ed by theXPSmeasurements as shown in Figure 3. It
can be seen that the spectra consist of Fe 2p3/2 (713.2 eV) and
2p1/2 (724.5 eV) peaks. e chemical state of the Fe ions may
be a mixture of Fe2+ and Fe3+ as seen from the broad peaks of
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Fe 2p. As previously reported [17], in the Fe-doped oxides-
based DMS systems, the possible presence of a secondary
phase (e.g., metallic magnetic Fe particles) can also be the
origin of ferromagnetism. However, no metallic Fe0 (2p3/2
binding energy ∼ 706 eV and 2p1/2 binding energy ∼ 719 eV)
was observed in the present spectra. erefore, according to
the Fe 2p XPS spectra and XRD results, as for our Fe-doped
Ni1−𝑥𝑥Fe𝑥𝑥O nano�bers, suggestion of the secondary Fe metal
cluster phase as the origin of ferromagnetism can be ruled
out.

As shown in Figure 4, with the increasing of the con-
centration of the Fe-doping, the samples exhibit obvious FM
properties at room temperature. In these type Fe-doped NiO
samples, the Ni ions are partially substituted by the Fe ions,
which are randomly localized over the host lattice. us, this
kind of disorder certainly breaks the translation symmetry of
the system and the original magnetic order in NiO grains is
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interrupted. e results are similar with the study of the Li-
Fe codoped �lms [14]. e ferromagnetism in the Fe-doped
NiO could be caused by the double exchange through the
introduced magnetic Fe ions and the related defects (e.g.,
FeNi). at is to say, electrons may weakly trapped in the
FeNi defect site, where the electron occupies an orbital which
overlaps the d shells of both Fe neighbors, enhancing the
interaction between Fe ions, resulting the ferromagnetism
of the nano�bers. In addition, with the increase of doped
Fe ions, the amount of the magnetic Fe ions and the FeNi
defects will also increase, which will enhance the FM double-
exchange interaction.

Moreover, compared with the results of Liu’s group [9],
we �nd the diameter of nano�bers has signi�cant impact on
the ferromagnetic properties. We suppose that there are two
possible mechanisms of the remarkable FM properties. e
�rst mechanism is associated with the transition of double
sublattice to multisublattice states [18]. Yet, this explanation
only suits the particles whose diameter is less than 30 nm.
e other mechanism is related to the change of the impurity
states. With the decreasing size, the impurity states may
become much deeper in energy [19], which may enhance the
coupling interaction between the 3d spins of Fe ions and the
carriers, giving an obvious enhancement of FM properties of
the nano�bers. More experiments are carrying on to con�rm
this assumption.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, nano�bers were prepared by electrospinning
method. XPS spectra reveal that the Fe 2p core-level photoe-
mission spectra consisted of the Fe2+ and Fe3+ components,
and no metallic Fe appeared. All the nano�bers exhibited
obvious ferromagnetic ordering at room temperature which
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should be ascribed to the double exchange through the
introduced magnetic Fe ions and related defects.
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SiC has become the best candidate material for space mirror and optical devices due to a series of favorable physical and chemical
properties. Fine surface optical quality with the surface roughness (RMS) less than 1 nm is necessary for fine optical application.
However, various defects are present in SiC ceramics, and it is very difficult to polish SiC ceramic matrix with the 1 nm RMS.
Surface modification of SiC ceramics must be done on the SiC substrate. Four kinds of surface-modification routes including the
hot pressed glass, the C/SiC clapping, SiC clapping, and Si clapping on SiC surface have been reported and reviewed here. The
methods of surface modification, the mechanism of preparation, and the disadvantages and advantages are focused on in this
paper. In our view, PVD Si is the best choice for surface modification of SiC mirror.

1. Introduction

At present, mirror systems as the most important device are
applied commonly in the optical system with high precision.
Until now, three generations of reflector materials have
been developed. The first generation is glass-ceramic; the
second one is mainly made of metal, such as Beryllium
metal and its alloys; the third generation of the reflector
material is based on silicon carbide. SiC may be the best
material available for mirror optics because of its outstand-
ing combination of thermal and mechanical properties.
It has remarkable dimensional stability even under the
disturbances of temperature, humidity, and chemicals. Its
specific stiffness and elastic modulus are higher than that of
beryllium, which has toxicity. The density of SiC is slightly
higher than aluminum and its fracture toughness is higher
than glass. The remarkable properties of SiC in terms of
hardness, stiffness, and thermal stability combined with a
reasonable density are indeed of primary importance for all
space applications. This combination of material advantages

makes SiC an excellent material candidate for space optical
instruments [1, 2].

Based on microstructure and processing routes, four
kinds of SiC ceramics including hot-pressed SiC (HP-SiC),
reaction-bonded SiC (RB-SiC), sintered SiC (S-SiC), and
chemical vapor deposition SiC (CVD-SiC) were developed.
The properties of different SiC materials and the brief
description of various SiC component manufacturing tech-
niques are summarized in Table 1 [2, 17]. Whatever the
preparation process, it is difficult to obtain high-quality
optical surface due to polishing the bare SiC very difficultly.
Moreover, microstructure defects, like pores, steps at differ-
ent phases, and grain boundary damages, are unavoidable
under certain surfacing condition and present further diffi-
culty in polishing this material. The AFM topography images
of surfaces polished by 1 um abrasive grains of different
SiC ceramics are shown in Figure 1. The steps still exist at
the interfaces between two phases both in RB-SiC and S-
SiC, and it cannot meet the optical requirements (<1 nm
RMS). The rms surface roughness values of SiC ceramics
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Table 1: Different preparation methods and properties of silicon carbide.

Materials Density (g/cm3) Free state of Si Isotropic Cost Preparation cycle Surface modification

HP-SiC 3.20 No Bad High Short term Requirement

RB-SiC 3.04 Yes Good Low Short term Requirement

S-SiC 3.10 No Worse Lower Long term Requirement

CVD-SiC 3.21 No Best High Long term Nonrequirement

are 6.464 nm and 3.017 nm [18]. The high hardness and
complex crystal-phase structure of the SiC material indicate
that the fabrication of high precision optical components
is costly and slow. The key to solving this problem is
to select the appropriate preparation process for surface
modification of SiC matrix material, the dense SiC mirror
optics plated coating, and the coating polishing. Efficiency
of surface finishing for large optical components can be
greatly improved as well. Moreover, microstructure defects
on polished surface of SiC ceramic mentioned above can be
covered up by the coating process. This paper presents the
optical surface processes and the recent developments of SiC
substrate by hot pressed glass, C/SiC clapping, CVD- and
PVD-coated SiC and Si coating method in detail [19–21].

2. Optical Fabrication of Silicon Carbide

However, RB-SiC is typically a difficult material to machine.
SiC is harder than most other materials except diamond,
cubic boron nitride (cBN), and boron carbide (B4C),
and hence available cutting tool materials for machining
RB-SiC are very limited. Recent efforts have focused on
the precision machining of RB-SiC by grinding, lapping,
polishing, and combinations of these [24, 25]. Main features
and classification of optical fabrication methods of SiC are
shown in Table 2 [26–28].

3. Surface Modification

Surface modification of SiC material is to add a thick
film coating to the substrate of SiC for obtaining better
surface quality and easier polishing. After fine polishing,
the surface shows an extremely smooth surface and it can
meet the optical requirement. The earliest study method is
hot pressing glass, the recent developments of SiC surface
modification is CVD- and PVD-coated SiC and Si, and C/SiC
clapping is also applied to space optical devices.

3.1. Hot Pressed Glass. The hot pressed glass process was
developed by the German IABG Company and the thin
preshaped borosilicate glass plate is thoroughly pressed to
a preground C/SiC substrate at elevated temperature near
the glass softening temperature. After cooling down, the
glass plate is bonded to the substrate without the use of any
adhesive. The resulted layer of approximate 1 mm thickness
is well and economically polishable. But there are some
drawbacks for usage of the glass cladding on large surfaces.
For example the application of the high pressure led to the

CTE mismatching and residual internal stresses. Now, this
process has rarely been used in the size of a large mirror [29].

3.2. Si/SiC Clapping. The Si/SiC claddings are processed
by an economic deposition of SiC-containing slurry onto
the preground surface. Subsequent ceramization of the
deposited cladding by thermal treatment leads to the con-
version of the slurry cladding into a dense and homogeneous
two-phase ceramic surface layer consisting of SiC and silicon.
The Si/SiC layer exhibits a strong chemical bonding on the
C/SiC base material due to its related chemical nature. By
optimizing the ratio of Si to SiC in the layer, its CTE can
be tuned to match with that of the C/SiC bulk material
over a very broad temperature range. This is important for
a thermally stable mirror. Although the described two-phase
Si/SiC cladding might not be suitable for superpolished
surfaces below 1 nm RMS microroughness, the advantages
of the Si/SiC cladding technology for conventional optical
components can be summarized as that surface roughness
with <2 nm RMS can be obtained with standard optical
polishing techniques. A series of studies for this technology
[29–31] have been reported by IABG and DSS company.

3.3. SiC Clapping. SiC clapping has the same mechanical
properties and thermal physical properties as the SiC matrix,
so that SiC clapping as a surface modification coating
of silicon carbide mirrors attracts extensive attention of
researchers. SiC coatings exhibit many outstanding proper-
ties, like good isotropic, high hardness, high thermal conduc-
tivity, and excellent optical performance characteristics. The
amorphous SiC coating prepared by PVD technique with the
low temperature and short cycle has also been reported.

3.3.1. CVD SiC Clapping. Chemical vapor deposition has
been widely applied in thick-film preparation from the
1960s, and its principle is that the reaction materials resulted
from the decomposition of Si-containing precursors are
deposited on the substrate surface to form a thin film. The
film is of good uniformity and repeatability. Such a method is
applied to the preparation of SiC coating. Polished CVD-SiC
(crystalline cubic α-SiC) holds also good physical properties
for making mirrors such as low density, high melting point,
and low expansion coefficient.

The main precursors for CVD SiC is CH3SiCl3, and the
reaction equations are as follows: CH3SiCl3(g) → SiC(s) +
3HCl(g). The dense SiC coating with excellent optical prop-
erties (surface roughness <0.3 nm RMS) can be obtained. It
can meet the application requirements of the mirror surface
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Figure 1: AFM images of SiC surfaces polished by 1 um abrasive grains within 50 um × 50 um area: (a) RB-SiC, (b) S-SiC, reprinted with
permission from [18].

Table 2: Main features of optical fabrication methods of SiC.

Optical fabrication of
silicon carbide

Principle Characteristic Example

Mechanical polishing Mechanical friction and material removal Low efficiency
The final surface accuracy of 1 nm
RMS was reported by Paquin et al. [3]

Wet polishing
Polished mold is immersed in the slurry,
RMS becomes lower by an abrasive

High surface accuracy
The final surface accuracy of 0.75 nm
RMS was reported by Xu et al. [4]

Ultraprecision grinding Ductility grinding Equipment require high
Bifano et al. [5] has used CVD SiC to
obtain the 5.5 nm RMS

Tribochemical polishing The tribochemical reaction Low efficiency
In [6], final surface accuracy of 1 nm
RMS

Electrolytic in-process
dressing (ELID)

The electrolysis process so that the grinding
wheel functions

Good surface quality
In [7], final surface accuracy of 1.4 nm
RMS

Chemical mechanical
Polishing (CMP)

Combination of mechanical grinding and
chemical etching

Good surface quality,
but is corrosive

In [8], final surface accuracy of 0.5 nm
RMS

Magneto rheological
Finishing (MRF)

Magnetorheological polishing fluid viscosity
increases the shear force generated for
material removal in the magnetic field
gradient

Low efficiency Johnson et al. have used this method
to fabricate CVD SiC [9]

Laser-induced
photochemical polishing

Laser-induced photochemical reactions
High efficiency, but is
corrosive

The final surface accuracy of 80 nm
RMS was reported by Murahara [10]

Ion beam milling
High-speed ion beam hits the surface of the
sample

Good surface quality,
expensive equipment

The final surface accuracy of 1 nm
RMS was reported by Johnson et al.
[11]

Float polishing
The sample is floating on the polishing plate
by the high-speed rotating fluid dynamic
pressure

Good surface quality
In [12], final surface accuracy of 3 nm
RMS
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Table 3: Different methods for preparing CVD SiC.

Methods Advantages and disadvantages Example

APCVD
The process is simple and has fast response, but
with poor uniformity

Chung and Kim [13] use APCVD growth of
single-crystalline 3C-SiC (cubic silicon
carbide) thin films. The 3C-SiC film had a very
good crystal quality without twins, defects, or
dislocations, and a very low residual stress

LPCVD

It is possible to grow thin films with uniform
and smooth morphology during the 3C-SiC
film growth. LPCVD has disadvantages of low
growth rate

Clavaguera-Mora et al. [14] have used Si
(CH3)4 as the source materials to deposit SiC
film by hot CVD device. Films grown at
900–980◦C are amorphous with nanocrystals
of mean grain size 10 nm and have smooth
surfaces. Surface profilometry measurements
give a root mean square roughness (RMS) of
6 nm

PECVD
Substrate temperature is low and deposition
rate is fast. SiC films deposited by PECVD
appeared to be in an amorphous state

Novi et al. [15] have used PECVD to prepare
amorphous SiC, and there has been a lot of
cubic structures on the surface, which indicates
the existence of polycrystalline structures

and it is one of the most effective methods for surface
modification to prepare SiC-based reflection mirror. But the
CVD process with high substrate temperature (>1000◦C)
would lead to the deformation of SiC-matrix. Another
disadvantage of the CVD process is time consumption.

There are different treating methods for CVD SiC pro-
cess, including atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposi-
tion SiC (APCVD SiC), low-pressure chemical vapor deposi-
tion SiC (LPCVD SiC), and plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition SiC (PECVD SiC) [32–34]. Different methods for
preparing CVD SiC are shown in Table 3.

CVD SiC coating has been widely applied to surface
modification of SiC matrix. For example, CVD SiC with
0.2 nm RMS on the C/SiC substrates had been reported
by Trex Advanced Materials [21]. The CVD SiC on S-SiC
substrates in the polished roughness of less than 0.1 nm has
also been reported by BOOSTEC. In China, Zhang [35]
applied this method to obtain CVD-SiC with the surface
roughness of 1.478 nm RMS.

3.3.2. PVD SiC. High temperature (typically 1300◦C) in the
preparation process of CVD SiC may result in stronger film
stress on the SiC mirror. This is due to the unacceptable high
residual stress buildup in heavy cross-sections. The cost of
producing CVD SiC as a large self-supporting substrate is
very high. However, PVD SiC appears to be very attractive
due to its relative simplicity, low substrate temperature, and
wide accessibility by industry.

Ion-Assisted Deposition SiC (IAD SiC). The ion implantation
of semiconductors rapidly became an accessible technology
from the 1970s because of its ability to produce superior elec-
tronic devices. Ion beam modification of nonsemiconductor
materials for enhancing surface sensitive properties has
been actively pursued in the international R&D community.
The advantages of this technique include high density,
superior adhesion, and the ability to produce arbitrarily thick

coatings. Perhaps the most important feature of the IBAD
technology is the frequently demonstrated ability to control
many coatings properties such as morphology, adhesion, and
stress, as well as stoichiometry. The amorphous SiC coating
with large area can be prepared by this method on the
SiC substrate. The α-SiC coating has been prepared on the
RB SiC and polished with surface roughness up to 0.2 nm
RMS by U.S. HDOS [3, 36] using ion beam deposition
method. Hall ion source [37] and high-energy Kaufman ion
source [38] can both be used as the ion-beam resources for
preparing α-SiC and its system of SiC-modified membrane
and the surface roughness can be down to 0.867 nm RMS and
0.743 nm RMS.

Magnetron Sputtering SiC Clapping. Magnetron sputtering
is used widely due to its low cost, high deposition rate,
low deposition temperature, and good adhesion of the film
feature. The SiC coatings were deposited by RF magnetron
sputtering from a sintered SiC target onto commercially
monopolished RB SiC substrate kept at low temperature. The
deposition rate is fast and the desired temperature is low,
but the film stability of its system is not sustainable [39].
Magnetron sputtering SiC clapping was prepared with the
roughness down to 1.394 nm RMS [40] and 3.184 nm RMS
as shown in Figure 2 by Tang et al. [22] and the surface
roughness of 2 angstrom by Kortright and Windt [41].

Pulsed Laser Deposition SiC (PLD SiC). PLD is a relatively
new technique and attracting great attention for its sim-
plicity, reduced investment cost, and flexibility. In the PLD
process [42], a high flux pulsed laser beam is focused on
the target material leading to the formation of a plasma
plume. The high heating rate of the target surface (≈100 K/s)
due to pulsed laser irradiation leads to a congruent evap-
oration of the target irrespective of the evaporating point
of its constituent elements or compounds, so that the
target stoichiometry can be retained in the deposited films.
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Figure 2: Photomicrograph of (a) unpolished, (b) polished PVD SiC coating on RB SiC, reprinted with permission from [22].

Table 4: Thermal performance of RB-SiC and Si [16].

Materials α/(ppm/K) K/(W/mK) D α/K α/D

RB-SiC 2.4 170 80 0.014 0.03

Si 2.6 156 89 0.017 0.029

Furthermore, because of the high heating rate of the ablated
materials, PLD of crystalline films demands a much lower
substrate temperature than other film growing techniques.
The major drawback of this technique is that the high
energy involved in the process also leads to the formation
of microparticulate on the thin film surface. Vendan et al.
[43] has prepared α-SiC thin films by fs-PLD and ns-PLD
techniques and found that the surface roughness of SiC films
by the ns-PLD technique was bigger than that by fs-PLD.
Magida et al. [32] has prepared SiC thin films which exhibit
high reflectivity in the ultraviolet band (40.7 nm–121.6 nm)
and the surface roughness of 1 nm RMS.

Ion Beam Sputtering SiC (IBS SiC). The ion beam engine
concept was firstly developed in the United States. By the IBS
technique, the SiC films being flat and smooth, a large area of
dense internal stress and low defect density can be obtained.
For example, the IBS SiC coatings have been prepared and
polished to be less than 2 A RMS by Johnson [36] for the
optical system requiring ultralow scatter performance.

3.4. Si Clapping. The thermal properties of Si coating match
well with that of SiC as shown in Table 4, then Si clapping can
be used for the surface modification of SiC. It can be seen
that their thermal performance is well matched, and Si can
be used as a good reflector material. CVD and PVD are the
main preparation methods.

3.4.1. CVD Si Clapping. The Si clapping is easier to be
polished well with better surface quality and low-cost SiC-
clapping. Polycrystalline Si produced by a scalable CVD
process has exhibited a surface finish of 0.2 nm RMS.
Polycrystalline Si was fabricated by reacting trichlorosilane
(SiHCl3) with excess H2 in a hot-wall CVD reactor according

to the reaction: SiHCl3 + 2H2 → Si(s) + 4HCl(g). However,
it is not widely applied [14, 44] because columnar structure
is often present in CVD Si.

Polycrystalline Si [19] was also used to clad on several
advanced ceramic materials such as SiC, sapphire, pyrolytic
BN, and Si by a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process.
The thickness of Si cladding ranged from 0.025 to 3.0 mm.
CVD Si adhered quite well to all the above materials,
where the Si cladding was highly stressed and cracked. The
surface roughness can reach 0.2 nm RMS after polishing.
Amorphous silicon thin films were formed by chemical vapor
deposition by Choi et al. [45]. The amorphous silicon films
without reflector bias voltage exhibit 0.119 nm RMS, but
down to 0.171 nm RMS with reflector bias voltage of −120 V,
respectively.

3.4.2. PVD Si Clapping. CVD Si is generally prepared
with high temperature (>600◦C), and the PVD Si film is
widely used. The application of Si coating can reduce
surface wearing resistance of SiC ceramic without changing
mechanical properties of the bulk materials. The efficiency of
surface finishing for large optical components can be greatly
improved as well [23]. Therefore, PVD Si appears to be
very attractive because of its relative simplicity, low substrate
temperature, and wide accessibility by industry. Si clapping is
easier to be polished well because it is single-phase material
without the different heterogeneous phase in the polishing
process. PVD Si coating is now becoming a preferred method
of the SiC surface modification.

Vacuum Evaporation Si Clapping. Vacuum evaporation dep-
osition of Si film is processed in a high vacuum by heating
the Si gasification or sublimation condensing into Si film and
thus being deposited on SiC substrate surface. The method
is relatively simple and has high deposition rate. But the
columnar structure is present in Si film and the physical
property of Si film is not stabile. Zhao [46] has obtained
amorphous Si films by thermal evaporation. In recent years,
this method has been improved. Fang et al. [47] deposited
Si film on steel and alumina substrates by electron beam
evaporation of solid silicon.
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Figure 3: Photomicrograph of (a) unpolished, (b) polished PVD Si coating on RB SiC, reprinted with permission from [22].

Magnetron Sputtering Si Clapping. Magnetron sputtering
(belongs to PVD) appears to be very attractive due to its
relative simplicity and low substrate temperature. Many
researchers have studied this method, Aoucher et al. [48]
deposited amorphous silicon by DC magnetron sputtering
on a quartz substrate at a rate around 1.5 nm/s. Tang et al.
[22] has used RF magnetron sputtering method to prepare
Si film with the surface roughness from 17.992 nm RMS to
1.183 nm RMS as shown in Figure 3.

Ion-Beam-Assisted Si Clapping. Hydrogenated amorphous
silicon (a-Si:H) films are generally prepared by glow-
discharge decomposition of silane or by sputtering of silicon
in an argon-hydrogen mixture. The reaction temperature
is low (200◦C) and the preparation parameters can be
controlled. So it was used to prepare amorphous silicon films.

Photoconductive hydrogenated amorphous silicon films
were deposited by ion-beam-assisted evaporation using
hydrogen-argon plasma. Surface modification for the RB-SiC
substrate [49] is carried out using e-beam evaporation with
plasma ion assisted. The surface roughness of the RB-SiC
substrate is reduced to 0.0632 nm, the scattering coefficient is
reduced to 2.81%, and the average reflectance from 500 nm
to 1000 nm is raised to 97.05%; these data indicate that
good optical quality similar to that of the fine polished glass
ceramics can be obtained by the modification process.

Plasma-Ion-Assisted of Deposition Si Clapping. For the pro-
duction of thin films of high quality standard, thermal
evaporation techniques are applied with the assistance of ion
sources which provide additional energy and momentum to
influence the growth process. Larger ion current densities
on increased substrate areas can be generated by employing
plasma sources, and the process is plasma-ion-assisted
deposition (PIAD) [50]. In PIAD, a growing thin film is
bombarded by energetic ions from a plasma ion source
and the columnar microstructure of the film is disrupted,
resulting in the improved optical and mechanical properties
of thin films [51]. Liu et al. [23] has prepared Si thin film by
this method and obtained continuous, homogenous, well-
bonded amorphous Si coatings on SiC ceramics. It means
that the SiC substrate can be fully covered up and the effect

of substrate surface defects on the surface morphology of the
Si coating can be overlooked as shown in Figure 4.

Recently, the PVD Si coatings on SiC substrates have
been investigated. SSG has applied PVD Si in optical systems
of the GEO telescope [52], designed and constructed for
an SBIR program funded by NASA’s Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC). The SiC telescope and “GOES-like” scan
mirror are designed to “generic” GEO specifications, and the
surface roughness decreased to 0.4 nm RMS after polishing.
In China, the PVD Si coatings deposited on the surface of
polished RB-SiC and S-SiC were demonstrated to improve
the optical surface quality after being polished by Tang et al.
[22]. Both the surfaces of PVD Si coating on RB-SiC and
S-SiC are smoother than that of bare SiC. The RMS can
reach to the angstrom grade, and the reflectance improves
significantly.

4. Conclusion

Silicon carbide as the third generation of space mirror
material has attracted more and more attention and is widely
applied. Silicon carbides prepared by different preparation
methods have their advantages, but still cannot meet the
optical requirements (<1 nm RMS) after the current optical
processing. The surface roughness and reflection rate of the
SiC material can be well improved after surface modification.
Especially in the CVD SiC coating and PVD-Si coating on
the SiC ceramic, surface roughness of Angstrom level can
be reached. All kinds of surface-modification methods have
been developed and every method has its disadvantages. The
hot press glass has some drawbacks for usage of the glass
cladding on large surfaces. The C/SiC coating may not be
suitable for low surface roughness (<1 nm RMS). The CVD
process with high temperature (>1000◦C) would lead to the
deformation of SiC matrix. PVD method to prepare SiC-film
is slower and the modified film is very difficult to be polished.
In our view, PIAD Si has low reaction temperature (<300◦C)
and is very easy to be polished. The preparation process is
relatively simple, and reproducible preparation of silicon-
modified layer gives a dense structure, combined with the
base firmly. Therefore, PVD Si is the best choice for surface
modification of SiC mirror because of its relative simplicity,
low substrate temperature, and wide accessibility by industry,
especial PIAD Si.
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Figure 4: Surface topography of Si coating tested by AFM, reprinted with permission from [23].
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A new dual dipping process has been introduced for the increase in the fracture strength of casting mold through the effective
glassification of inorganic binder precursors. Two different dipping processes have been employed to investigate the reactivity of
the precursors. Process I is that the substrate was coated with a sodium oxide (Na2O) precursor through dipping in the solution,
and then a silicon dioxide (SiO2) precursor was coated onto the substrate coated with the Na2O precursor. Process II is the inverse
coating sequence for process I. In the case of the mold prepared by process I, the glass phase converted from the precursors is
uniformly observed at the surface of the particle and the interface between particles, compared with that by process II, inducing
that the fracture strength of the mold prepared by process I is significantly improved. In addition, when the PDMS without a
sol-gel reaction was used as the SiO2 precursor, especially in process II, the glass phase is not absolutely observed at the surface of
the particle owing to the evaporation of PDMS and Na ion during the heat treatment, resulting in the collapse of the mold sample
after the heat treatment.

1. Introduction

Recently, the convert mold process has been introduced
to fabricate molds in a thin casting [1, 2]. The convert
mold process has many advantages, such as high strength,
excellent collapse, easy processability, and high thermal
stability, making it useful in fabricating components of
automobile and aircraft. Typically, the convert mold process
is divided into five main processes: (1) fabricating the
starting mold coated with an organic binder, (2) dipping
the coated mold into a slurry containing inorganic binder
precursors, (3) 1st drying for 1 h at 80◦C, (4) 2nd drying
for 1 h at 200◦C, and (5) heat treatment for 1 h at 1000◦C,
resulting in the conversion of the organic binder-coated
mold to the inorganic binder-coated mold [3, 4]. The
hydrolysis and condensation reactions (generally called a
sol-gel reaction) and glassification take place during the
above (3 and 4) and (5) processes, respectively [5–7]. The

mechanical and thermal properties of the mold are induced
from the glass phase generated during the heat treatment
process, even though the organic binder is decomposed after
the heat treatment. Therefore, the generated glass phase
must be homogeneously formed on the surfaces of starting
particles in the mold as well the conversion efficiency of
inorganic binder precursors into the glass phase should
be increased, which are related to the reactivity between
precursors. Our early work has researched about the new
inorganic precursors without the sol-gel reaction instead
of the inorganic binder used in the conventional convert
mold process, showing a higher glassification efficiency of
inorganic binder precursors and a better fracture strength. In
addition, the morphology and structure of inorganic binder
obtained after the dry and heat treatment processes were
investigated in detail [8, 9]. However, the previous works
were related to the new precursors for the increase in the
strength of the mold.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram for fabricating mold samples through the new dual dipping process: (a) process I and (b) process II.
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Figure 2: SEM morphologies of particle surfaces in mold samples prepared by (a) process I and (b) process II before the heat treatment.
TEOS was used as the SiO2 precursor. Arrows indicate the coated layers in each particle.

For that reason, in this work, a new dipping process
has been introduced for inducing the uniform coating of
glass phase and improving the conversion efficiency of
inorganic binder precursors into the glass phase, leading
to the optimum fracture strength of the mold for the
thin casting. The inorganic binder system consisted of
a mixture of alkyl silicate (or siloxane compound) and
sodium alkoxide used as the silicon dioxide (SiO2) and
sodium oxide (Na2O) precursors, respectively. Respective
precursors were independently coated on the particles of
the mold through the continuous dipping process, called a
dual dipping process, compared with the convention process
dipped into a mixture with two precursors at a time. The
properties of mold samples prepared by the dual dipping
process were measured using various analytical techniques.
The influences of precursor species and dipping sequence
in the dual dipping process on fracture strength have been
investigated and discussed based on the microstructures
observed before and after the heat treatment.

2. Experimental Procedure

Composite binder systems for fabricating mold samples
through the dual dipping process were prepared using
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, Sigma-Aldrich Korea, Yon-
gin, Korea) of silicate type or poly(dimethyl siloxane)
(PDMS, bp 160◦C, Sigma-Aldrich Korea, Yongin, Korea)
of siloxane type used as an SiO2 precursor, and sodium
methoxide (NaOMe, Sigma-Aldrich Korea, Yongin, Korea)
used as an Na2O precursor. The size of a substrate prepared
with the bead composed of SiO2 and Al2O3 was 10 × 10 ×
50 mm, which was coated with an organic binder of phenol
resin. In this work, two different dual dipping processes were
employed for preparing mold samples, as shown in Figure 1.
In the first process, the substrate was coated with the Na2O
precursor, and then the treated substrate was coated with the
SiO2 precursor, which is process I. In the second process, the
coating sequence of process I was inversed, which is process
II. The mold samples coated with the precursors were dried
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Figure 3: SEM morphologies on the fracture surfaces of mold samples through process I as a function of SiO2 precursor: (a) TEOS and (b)
PDMS. Each number indicates SEM morphologies before and after the heat treatment, respectively. Arrows indicate the glass phase formed
in mold samples.

Table 1: Basic formulations and experimental ranges to prepare
mold samples through the new dual dipping process.

Run
number

SiO2

precursor
Na2O

precursor
Process

Condition of
heat treatment

Run-1 TEOS

Run-2 PDMS
Process I

Run-3 TEOS
NaOMe 1000◦C for 1 h

Run-4 PDMS
Process II

at 80◦C for 1 h after each coating or dipping process, and then
heat-treated at 1000◦C for 1 h. The molten metal based on
iron (Fe) was poured into the real mold prepared through
process I with TEOS as the SiO2 precursor for thin casting.
Basic formulations and experimental ranges for preparing
the mold through the dual dipping process are shown in
Table 1.

The surface morphology and microstructure before and
after the heat treatment were observed using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM, JEOL Model JSM-5610, Tokyo,
Japan). The fracture strength of mold samples after the
heat treatment was measured using a universal testing
machine (UTM, Instron 5566, Instron Corp., Norwood,
MA, USA) in the bending mode at a rate of 0.5 mm min−1.
Tests were carried out at room temperature, and five runs
were performed to determine the standard deviation of the

strength. The support spans of the low and upper noses were
2.5 cm and 1.0 cm, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

The reaction mechanism of precursor materials is divided
into hydrolysis reaction, sol-gel reaction, and heat-treatment
stages [3, 4], as shown in the following reactions.

Hydrolysis reaction:

NaOR + H2O −→ ROH + NaOH (1)

Sol-gel reaction:

(RO)3Si[O–Si(OR)2]nOR + (n + 2)H2O

−→ (n + 1)SiO2 + 2(n + 2)ROH
(2)

where NaOR, ROH, NaOH, (RO)3Si[O–Si(OR)2]nOR, and
SiO2 denote sodium alkoxide, an alcohol, sodium hydroxide,
alkyl silicate, and silicon dioxide (silica), respectively [5, 10].
NaOR is hydrolyzed to form NaOH (by (1)), and alkyl silicate
is hydrolyzed to form silica and alcohol (by (2)).

Heat-treatment reaction:

2NaOH + SiO2 −→ Na2O · SiO2 + H2O (3)
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Figure 4: SEM morphologies on the fracture surfaces of mold samples through process II as a function of SiO2 precursor: (a) TEOS and
(b) PDMS. Each number indicates SEM morphologies before and after the heat treatment, respectively. Dotted and solid arrows indicate the
crack created (series-1) and glass phase formed (series-2) in mold samples, respectively.

(a)

Fracture surface

(b)

Figure 5: SEM morphologies of particle surfaces in mold samples prepared by (a) conventional process and (b) process I with TEOS as the
SiO2 precursor after the heat treatment.

The glass phase of sodium silicate (Na2O·SiO2) is produced
by the reaction between sodium hydroxide and silica at
a temperature of about 1000◦C [11], which can give a
certain strength to the mold. Therefore, the inorganic
precursors should be homogeneously coated on the surfaces
of starting particles and the conversion efficiency of the
precursors coated on the substrate (starting particles) should
be increased to improve the fracture strength.

Typical cross-sectional morphologies of particles in mold
samples prepared by the dual dipping process used TEOS as

the SiO2 precursor before the heat treatment are presented
in Figure 2. The NaOH generated by the hydrolysis reaction
of NaOMe has a particle layer with a polygonal shape, while
the SiO2 by the sol-gel reaction of TEOS shows a layer
with a continuous solid state on the surface of particle. The
layer with a mixture of SiO2 and NaOH phases observed
in the SEM image of the particle surface prepared through
process I (Figure 2(a)) is due to the permeation of SiO2

precursor between the generated NaOH particles. However,
in the case of Figure 2(b), two layers with SiO2 and NaOH
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Figure 6: Fracture strength of mold samples after the heat treatment as functions of process and SiO2 precursor.
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Figure 7: Photographs of real mold through process I with TEOS as the SiO2 precursor after the heat treatment at 950◦C and fabricated
product: (a) real mold and (b) casted product.

phases are independently formed on the surface of particle.
This is because the continuous glass phase of SiO2 restricts
the infiltration of Na2O precursor. Therefore, the layer
formed by process I shows thinner thickness than that by
process II. In process I, the mixture phases of SiO2 and
NaOH are converted into the glass phase of Na2O·SiO2

prior to the evaporation of Na ion decomposed from NaOH
during the heat treatment, whereas in process II, NaOH
existed at the outside of the layer is easily degraded and
partially evaporated in the heat treatment. Therefore, the
layer prepared by process I would be mainly composed of
Na2O·SiO2, while in process II the layer would have the
mixture composition of Na2O·SiO2 and SiO2. In addition,
the inorganic precursors in process II have the lower

conversion efficiency into the glass phase than those in
process I owing to the easy evaporation of Na ion used to
decrease the formation temperature of glass phase. It could
be expected that the mold prepared through process I has a
higher fracture strength than that prepared by process II.

The morphologies on the fracture surfaces of mold
samples prepared through process I as a function of SiO2

precursor are shown in Figure 3. The surfaces of particles
coated with the precursors are changed from rough to
smooth during the heat treatment, caused by the generation
of glass phase. In the case of PDMS used as the SiO2

precursor (Figure 3(b)), the glass phase is not fully developed
at the interface and/or on the surface of particles. PDMS
without the sol-gel reaction remains as a liquid phase and
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is easily evaporated during the heat treatment. However,
TEOS is already converted into solid-phase silica before the
heat treatment. Therefore, the fracture strength of samples
prepared with PDMS could be significantly decreased,
compared with that with TEOS. Typical SEM morphologies
on the fracture surfaces of mold samples prepared by process
II before and after the heat treatment are shown in Figure 4
as a function of SiO2 precursor. In process II, cracks are
formed at the interface between particles and on the surface
of particles before the heat treatment, denoted by the dotted
arrow, whereas these cracks are not observed in process I
(Figure 3). This is because the evaporation of alcohol used
as the solvent of NaOMe. In process I, the evaporation of
Na ion is disturbed by the layer of SiO2 precursor, whereas
Na ion can be freely evaporated in process II, as pointed
out in Figure 2. It is verified that the Na strongly affects the
generation of glass phase, causing the higher strength in the
mold prepared by process I than process II. In addition, in
Figure 4(b-2), the glass phase is not presented at the interface
and on the surface after the heat treatment, arising from the
nonformation of glass phase owing to the easy evaporation
of Na ion and PDMS existed as liquid phase during the heat
treatment. Figure 5 is the SEM images of particle surfaces in
the mold samples prepared by the conventional process and
process I using TEOS as the SiO2 precursor. In Figure 5(b),
the glass phase is homogeneous and uniform formed on the
surface of particle. However, in Figure 5(a), the glass phase is
locally and partially seen on the surface of particle.

The fracture strength of mold samples with the different
processes and SiO2 precursors was measured at room
temperature, and the results are shown in Figure 6. In
general, the fracture strengths of mold samples prepared
by process I (Runs 1 and 2) represent higher values than
that by process II (Runs 3) due to the high reactivity
between precursors, already mentioned at the results of
SEM morphology. The mold treated by PDMS without
the sol-gel reaction, especially in process II, absolutely
collapsed owing to the deterioration in the formation of
glass phase by the evaporation of Na ion and PDMS. In
addition, the fracture strength through Run 1 is significantly
enhanced, compared with the conventional binder process,
caused by the enhancement of conversion efficiency and
by the homogeneous formation of glass phase through
the dual dipping process. It indicates that the mold for
thin casting with reasonable mechanical properties could be
fabricated by the new dual dipping process using inorganic
binder precursors, inducing the reduction of product price.
In addition, the dipping sequence in the dual dipping
process is an essential point for increasing the efficiency and
homogeneity of glassification and the fracture strength in the
mold. Figure 7 shows a photograph of the real mold prepared
through process I with TEOS as the SiO2 precursor after the
heat treatment at 950◦C for and the product fabricated by
thin casting. The real mold prepared by the dual dipping
process is perfectly produced and the casted product shows
clean surface without defects such as dross, nonmetallic
inclusions, and crack. Consequently, the new dual dipping
process can be applied for preparing the mold for thin casting
having high thermomechanical properties.

4. Conclusions

A new dual dipping process has been developed for the
homogeneous formation of the glass phase on the surface
of particles and at the interface between particles in the
mold and to increase the reactivity between precursors,
leading to the enhancement in the fracture strength of the
mold. The glass phase is well and uniformly formed both
at the interface and on the surface of particles in the mold
prepared by process I, compared with that by process II.
This is because the evaporation of Na ion generated by
decomposition of NaOH is interrupted by the layers of SiO2

precursor in process I, while Na ion existed at the outside of
particle surface is easily and partially evaporated in process
II. In addition, when PDMS is used as the SiO2 precursor,
the glass phase is partially or not absolutely formed in the
mold, because PDMS existed as liquid phase without the
sol-gel reaction after the dry process is deformed before the
generation of glass phase during the heat treatment.
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We report the fabrication of GaN Schottky photodiodes (PDs) on Si(111) substrates coated with an AlN/AlGaN buffer multilayer.
It was found that their dark current was much smaller than that of identical devices prepared on sapphire substrates. With an
incident wavelength of 359 nm, the maximum responsivity of the n−-GaN Schottky photodetectors with TiW contact electrodes
was 0.1544 A/W, corresponding to a quantum efficiency of 53.4%. For a given bandwidth of 1 kHz and bias of 5 V, the resultant
noise equivalent power (NEP) of n−-GaN Schottky photodetectors with TiW electrodes was 1.033 × 10−12 W, corresponding to a
detectivity (D∗) of 1.079× 1012 cm-Hz0.5 W−1.

1. Introduction

There are numerous applications demanding the usage
of ultraviolet (UV) photodetectors (PDs). Both civil and
military disciplines require high-performance UV PDs for
solar UV monitoring, source calibration, UV astronomy,
flame sensors, detection of missile plumes, space-to-space
communications, and many other applications. GaN has a
wide direct band gap (Eg = 3.4 eV) and a high saturation
velocity (vs = 2.7 × 107 cm/s) and is therefore widely
considered to be one of the most promising materials for
realizing UV PDs [1–13]. Moreover, this material is also
remarkably tolerant of aggressive environments because of
its thermal stability and radiation hardness.

Traditionally, GaN-based epitaxial layers are grown on
sapphire or SiC substrates. Sapphire substrates are elec-
trically insulating and poor thermal conductors. On the
other hand, although SiC substrates are comparably good
thermal and electrical conductors, their high cost precludes
wide use. Compared with sapphire and SiC substrates,
GaN epitaxial layers on Si appear to be a reasonably
good substitute, not to mention the fact that the use of
Si substrates also has the unique advantage of allowing

monolithic integration of GaN-based devices with Si-based
microelectronics.

Even though it is rather difficult to grow high-quality
GaN epitaxial layers on Si, GaN-based light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) and heterostructure field-effect transistors have
nevertheless already been realized on Si substrates [14–
19]. Our earlier report successfully documented the growth
of high-quality InGaN/GaN LED epilayers on a Si(111)
substrate [20]. Growth of high-quality InGaN/GaN films on
a silicon substrate was possible owing to prior deposition
of an AlGaN buffer and two high-temperature (HT) AlN
interlayers before attempting GaN growth. This particular
growth scheme effectively confined the threading dislocation
to the vicinity of the interfacial layer in the AlGaN/HT-AlN
buffer layers. In fact, our transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies
carried out earlier had clearly demonstrated a smooth
and crack-free GaN surface with a noticeable reduction in
threading dislocation density [20].

In this paper, the deposition of titanium tungsten
(TiW) metal contacts on GaN surfaces via RF magnetron
sputtering is described. The growth of n−-GaN epitaxial
layers on Si substrates and the subsequent fabrication of GaN
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Schottky photodiodes are discussed thereafter, along with
their resultant optical and electrical properties.

2. Experimental

Epitaxial samples investigated in our study were all grown
on Si(111) substrates using metalorganic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) [21–24]. Trimethylgallium (TMGa),
trimethylaluminum (TMAl), and ammonia (NH3) were used
as source materials for gallium (Ga), aluminum (Al), and
nitrogen (N), respectively. To obtain a lightly Si-doped n-
type GaN (n−-GaN) structure, a 25-nm-thick AlN buffer
layer was deposited on a Si(111) substrate at 1090◦C. Then,
two stacks of buffer multilayers were inserted between the
25-nm-thick AlN buffer layer and the topmost 500-nm-thick
1090◦C-grown n−-GaN epitaxial layer. Each stack of buffer
multilayers consisted of a 30-nm-thick 540◦C-grown AlN
layer, a 50-nm-thick 1090◦C-grown AlN layer, a 60-nm-thick
1090◦C-grown Al0.3Ga0.7N layer, a 40-nm-thick 1090◦C-
grown Al0.2Ga0.8N layer, and a 100-nm-thick 1090◦C-grown
undoped-GaN layer.

TiW (100 nm) contact layers were then deposited on the
samples using an RF magnetron sputter system. Because
the Si(111) substrate was heavily doped, the devices were
bonded on TO-Can with Ag rubber for ohmic contact.
Then, n−-GaN Schottky diodes were fabricated by standard
photolithography and a lift-off process. The active area of
photodetectors was 1.26 × 10−3 cm2. An HP-4156 semicon-
ductor parameter analyzer was then used to evaluate the dark
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics. Spectral responsivity
measurements were also performed using a JOBIN-YVON
SPEX system equipped with a 450-W xenon arc lamp and
a standard synchronous detection scheme. Furthermore,
the noise characteristics of the GaN Schottky diodes were
measured within a frequency range of 1 Hz–1 kHz using
a low-noise current preamplifier and a dynamic signal
analyzer.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the (002) Bragg reflection double-crystal
X-ray diffraction (DCXRD) spectra for a 500 nm n−-GaN
epitaxial layer prepared on a Si substrate. The full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the n−-GaN epitaxial layer was
measured as 232.11′′. Figure 2 shows the I-V characteristics
of a Schottky diode with a TiW contact electrode. Under a 5-
V applied bias, the measured dark current of photodetectors
with TiW electrodes was 7.72 × 10−12 A. It should be noted
that a relatively small dark leakage current could still be
observed even though these III-nitrides layers were grown
on a lattice-mismatched silicon substrate. The small dark
current was in fact a clear benefit derived from the insertion
of two additional stacks of buffer multilayers into the
overall device structure. Evidently, by further improving the
crystalline quality of GaN films, this scheme alleviated the
impact of GaN-Si lattice mismatch imposed on the epitaxial
growth [25]. Furthermore, the much smaller dark current in
the vertical PDs was most likely due to the high resistivity
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contact electrodes.

of the HT-AlN layers used. Consequently, a larger Schottky
barrier height between the contact electrode and the epitaxial
film was realized.

Figure 3 shows the room temperature spectral responses
of PDs under various applied bias voltages. In order to
quantify the peak responsivity, the xenon lamp intensity
was first measured by a calibrated GaP UV detector. The
difference in sensor-detecting areas between the GaP UV
detector and our PDs was then determined in order to
reliably estimate the PD responsivity.

As shown in Figure 4, the peak responsivity occurred at
359 nm. The maximum responsivity of photodetectors with
TiW contact electrodes was 0.1544 A/W, corresponding to
a quantum efficiency of 53.4%. Compared with III-nitride
PDs grown on a sapphire substrate [25, 26], the smaller peak
responsivity observed from samples grown on Si substrates
can be directly attributed to a highly defective epitaxial
layer. Similar results were also reported by Osinsky et al.
[27]. In our case, the responsivity is highly dependent on
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Figure 4: Spectral responses and quantum efficiency of photode-
tectors as functions of applied bias.

the transmittance of the contact electrode, so the higher
transmittance of TiW contributes in part to the larger
responsivity obtained [25]. In addition, the rejection ratio
was determined as the ratio between the spectral responsivity
measured at 359 nm and at 385 nm. With an applied voltage
of 5 V, the rejection ratio was 114.4 for photodetectors
with TiW contact electrodes. The large rejection ratio can
be attributed in part to a high light transparency of TiW
electrodes. Figure 4 depicts the peak responsivity (359 nm)
and quantum efficiency of PDs on Si as a function of bias.

Similar results were also found for AlGaN metal-
semiconductor-metal PDs prepared on an Si substrate [28].
The higher voltage enhances the penetration of electron-
hole pairs through the grain boundary so as to effectively
facilitate the collection by electrodes of these charge carriers.
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Figure 5: Measured noise power densities of the GaN Schottky
diode with TiW contact electrodes.

The observation of bias-dependent responsivity of PDs-on-
Si was also reported by Osinsky et al. [27].

Figure 5 shows the measured noise power density of the
GaN Schottky photodetectors with TiW contact electrodes.
Noise curves reveal that 1/ f (flicker) is a dominant noise
mechanism, which is expected for Schottky photodetectors
operating at low frequency. Moreover, the noise curves obey
the relation of Hooge-type equation with a fitting parameter
α. It should be noted that the measured low-frequency noise
was classified as a 1/ f -type (α = 1) noise for low bias and
a 1/ f 2-type (α = 2) noise for high bias. For a specified
bandwidth (B), the total square of noise current, 〈in〉2, can
be determined by integrating the noise power density Sn( f )
such that

〈in〉2 =
∫
Sn
(
f
)
df . (1)

On the other hand, the noise equivalent power (NEP) can be
calculated by

NEP =
√
〈in〉2

R
, (2)

where R is the responsivity of the PDs. Furthermore, the
normalized detectivity (D∗) can be determined by

D∗ =
√
A
√
B

NEP
, (3)

where A is the area of the photodetector and B is the
bandwidth. For a given bandwidth of 1 kHz and a given
bias of 5 V, the corresponding noise equivalent power of
Schottky photodetectors with TiW electrodes was 1.033 ×
10−12 W. These values in turn led to the calculated detectivity
(D∗) of 1.079×1012 cm-Hz0.5W−1. A smaller current density
was responsible for the smaller NEP observed for Schottky
photodetectors on Si. It should be noted that on an average,
higher D∗ was obtained compared with that of devices
with similar interdigitated electrode dimensions fabricated
on sapphire substrates [25, 29]. These results were again
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attributed to the smaller noise power density of the PDs
prepared on Si(111) substrates. The benchmark values
realized for the noise and detectivity of our devices fabricated
on silicon show that these Schottky photodetectors are well
suited for low-noise applications.

4. Summary

In summary, GaN Schottky photodiodes were prepared on
Si(111) substrates with an AlN/AlGaN buffer multilayer. It
was found that the dark current of PDs fabricated on Si
substrates was substantially smaller than that of identical
devices prepared on sapphire substrates. With an incident
wavelength of 359 nm, the maximum responsivity of the n−-
GaN Schottky photodetectors with TiW contact electrodes
was 0.1544 A/W, corresponding to a quantum efficiency of
53.4%. For a given bandwidth of 1 kHz and a given bias
of 5 V, the corresponding noise equivalent power (NEP) of
n−-GaN Schottky photodetectors with TiW electrodes was
1.033×10−12 W. Finally, the detectivity (D∗) was determined,
therefore, to be 1.079× 1012 cm-Hz0.5W−1.
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Polyol-free synthesis of highly loaded Pt catalysts on sulfuric-acid-treated graphene oxide (SGO) was reported. Sulfuric acid
treatment increased the surface hydroxyl groups on graphene oxide (GO), which contributed to the reduction of Pt precursors
in the absence of external reducing agent. By adjusting pH during the Pt reduction, we can get uniformly dispersed 2.5 nm size
Pt nanoparticles on GO surface even at 50 wt% Pt loading amount. Cyclic voltammetry showed that increased pH resulted in
increased electrochemical surface area.

1. Introduction

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is regarded
as one of the best candidates for the future energy sources as
it can generate the electricity in a carbon-free way through
the carbon dioxide free electrochemical reaction. Generally,
only hydrogen and oxygen (or air) are used as the fuel gas
and the oxidant gas, respectively. Moreover, the product
generated during this reaction is only pure water, which will
not cause any harms to the environment and also can be used
as the essential ingredient for human and nature [1]. Nev-
ertheless, its high cost impedes the commercialization. To
reduce materials cost by improving the catalyst performance,
robust catalytic supporting materials must be developed to
achieve high dispersion, utilization, activity, and stability [2].
Recently, the majority of the catalyst support research has
focused on the use of graphitic materials such as carbon
nanotube and graphene [3–5].

Graphene is extensively studied due to its excellent
properties such as a large theoretical specific surface area,
high intrinsic mobility, high Young’s modulus and ther-
mal conductivity, and its optical transmittance and good
electrical conductivity [6–9]. There are several pathways
to fabricate graphene nanosheets including chemical vapor
deposition, mechanical exfoliation, and chemical exfoliation;
among them chemical exfoliation is regarded as the most
suitable one for fuel cell application due to its versatility

of their surface modifications, unique defect behaviors,
functional groups, and advantages associated with low cost
and easy scale up [10].

The Pt catalyst for PEMFC can be prepared by impreg-
nation, polyol, and colloidal method [11, 12]. Generally, wet
impregnation followed by reduction by gaseous hydrogen
atmosphere at high temperatures or the chemical reduction
of the metal precursors using reducing agents can be used but
achieving small particle size and uniform size distribution
of Pt in this ways is very difficult especially at high Pt
loading amount. Instead, the colloidal method using diverse
stabilizing agents that prevent the Pt agglomeration can be
used alternatively but the residual organic materials can
deteriorate the fuel cell properties. Recently, polyol process
is preferred due to its several advantages but it still needs
chemicals such as ethylene glycol as reducing agent [13]. In
this paper, we report a facile polyol-free synthesis of graphene
oxide (GO) supported Pt catalyst at high loading condition.
By modifying GO surface with sulfuric acid and controlling
pH of catalyst loading process, we can successfully get as
small as 2.5 nm Pt size even at very high Pt loading amount
(45 wt%). We also used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS, Thermo Fisher), X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku) and
Transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL) to verify
the chemical and physical structures of fabricated catalysts
and cyclic voltammetry (CV) to see the Pt size effect on the
electrochemical activity.
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Figure 3: X-ray photoelectron C1s spectra of (a) GO, (b) Pt/GO, and (c) Pt/SGO. (d) Area ratio between C–C bond and sum of others
including C–O and C=O related bonds.

2. Experimental Details

GO was prepared according to the modified Hummer’s
method from expandable graphite (Grade 1721, Ashbury
Carbon) described in previous works [14, 15]. The sulfuric
acid treated GO (SGO) was prepared by immersing GO
to 4 M H2SO4 (aq.) solution for 24 h at 60◦C. During
that process, carbonyl and epoxy functional groups can be
converted to hydroxyl group by the keto-enol tautomerism
and acid catalyzed ring opening reactions [16]. The Pt/GO
and Pt/SGO catalysts were synthesized by reacting Pt salt
precursor, H2PtCl6·6H2O (Sigma-Aldrich Corporation) and
GO or SGO in the water at 90◦C for 2 h. Different amounts
of NaOH were added to adjust the pH of the solution. The
product was collected by filtering and washing with ethanol
and deionized water followed by vacuum drying for 2 h at
60◦C. The final loading amount of Pt was 45 wt% when

measured with thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) as shown
in Figure 1.

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) analysis was performed
at 25◦C with a three-electrode system using 0.5 M H2SO4

(aq.) as the electrolyte, Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and Pt
counter electrode. The scan range was −0.2∼1.0 V and scan
rate was 50 mV s−1, respectively. To prepare catalyst ink, each
catalyst was mixed with 5 wt% Nafion ionomer dissolved in
isopropanol (IPA) solvent. Polarization curves of a unit cell
with 5 cm2 MEA were measured at a cell temperature of 70◦C
under ambient pressure, using H2 and air to the anode and
cathode, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

The thickness of GO used in this study was around 1 nm
when measured with Atomic force microscope (AFM) as
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shown in inset of Figure 2(b). The mean particle size of
Pt was calculated from XRD patterns by Scheerer’s formula
based on the Pt (111), (200), (220) and (311) peaks [17].
As shown in Figure 2, when SGO used as catalyst support
the Pt size decreased to as low as 2.5 nm as the pH of
the solution increased to 11 in the absence of any external
reducing reagents such as ethylene glycol. On the other hand,
when unmodified GO was used, the Pt size remained around
9 nm even at high pH condition (inset of Figure 2(a)). TEM
image shown in Figure 2(c) clearly demonstrates the uniform
distribution of small Pt particles on SGO surface fabricated
at pH 11. This result indicates that sulfuric acid treatment
enhanced the reaction between GO and Pt precursor by
the effect of formation of large amount of hydroxyl group.
The relation between pH and particle size is known due to
the glycolates, the reaction intermediates produced during
reaction between ethylene glycol [18, 19] and similar relation
in this study exhibits similar reaction path as conventional

polyol synthesis. The reaction mechanism between ethylene
glycol and Pt precursor involves the following reactions:

CH2OHCH2OH←→ CH3CHO + H2O (1)

2CH3CHO + PtCl6
2− + 6OH−

←→ 2CH3COO− + Pt + 6Cl− + 4H2O
(2)

At first reaction, the interaction of −OH groups of
ethylene glycol with Pt-ion sites results in the oxidation of
the alcohol groups to aldehydes. These aldehydes are not
very stable and undergo further oxidation to carboxylic acid
at second step, which may again be oxidized to CO2 or
carbonate in alkaline media, finally. The electrons donated
by oxidation reactions result in the reduction of the Pt metal
ions. The large amount of surface hydroxyl group of SGO
after sulfuric acid treatment is believed to act like ethylene
glycol and might undergo above reactions with Pt precursors.
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This can be confirmed by the XPS data after Pt loading
on GO or SGO surface as shown in Figure 3. The XPS C1s
peak of GO at 284.3 eV corresponds to the C–C bonds of
the graphite carbon, and the peaks at 285.5, 286.5, 287.5,
and 288.6 eV can be attributed to C–S, C–O, C=O, and
O–C=O bonding, respectively. Initially, GO contained large
amount of surface functional groups, but after reaction
with Pt precursor without external polyol, loss of functional
groups was observed both GO and SGO. As shown in
Figure 3(d), more loss of functional group in SGO over
unmodified GO was seen and especially C–O bond which
includes hydroxyl (−OH) and epoxy (C–O–C) decreased a
lot. As the large amount of epoxy group exists in unmodified
GO instead of hydroxyl group, there is limited loss in C–O
related functional groups during the first reaction. We think
that larger amount of hydroxyl groups in SGO generated
by sulfuric acid treatment contributed better reaction with
Pt precursor, which resulted in the smaller Pt size on
SGO surface and more loss of oxygen related functional
groups.

To see the electrocatalytic activity of Pt/SGO catalysts at
different pH, the CV was performed and the results were
shown at Figure 4. The Pt/SGO catalyst prepared at higher
pH showed larger electrochemical surface area (13.4 m2 g−1

pt

at pH = 11 and 5.2 m2 g−1
pt at pH = 8), which might be due

to the smaller Pt size of catalyst fabricated at higher pH. As
shown in Figure 5, Pt/SGO fabricated at higher pH showed
better fuel cell performance than that prepared at lower pH.
This is presumably due to the smaller Pt particle size and
larger Pt active area of Pt/SGO prepared at higher pH.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we successfully fabricated uniformly distributed
2.5 nm size Pt catalysts supported on graphene oxide (GO)
without any external reducing agent such as ethylene glycol.
By treating GO with sulfuric acid, we can increase the
population of surface hydroxyl groups on GO surface which
can act as polyol and reduce Pt precursor to metallic Pt
nanoparticles. XRD and TEM data showed that Pt supported
on sulfuric acid treated GO exhibited smaller Pt size than
that fabricated unmodified GO. XPS data showed that
large amount of hydroxyl groups generated by sulfuric acid
enhanced the Pt reduction. Cyclic voltammetry showed
that as the pH increased the electrochemical surface area
increased. We believe that this facile and environmentally
friendly approach can provide new way to commercialize the
grapheme-based PEMFC devices in near future.
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In our earlier work, a flexible fibermat consisting of a biodegradable composite with soluble silicate species, which has been
reported to enhance bone formation, was prepared successfully using poly(l-lactic acid) and siloxane-containing calcium
carbonate particles by electrospinning. The fibermat showed enhanced bone formation in an in vivo test. In the present work,
to improve the hydrophilicity of skeletal fibers in a fibermat, they were coated with nanotubular aluminum silicate crystals, which
have a hydrophilic surface that has excellent affinity to body fluids and a high surface area advantageous for pronounced protein
adsorption. The nanotubes were coated easily on the fiber surface using an electrophoretic method. In a conventional contact
angle test, a drop of water rapidly penetrated into the nanotube-coated fibermat. The culture test using murine osteoblast-like
cells (MC3T3-E1) showed that the cell attachment to the nanotube-coated fibermat at an early stage after seeding was enhanced in
comparison with that to the noncoated one. This approach may provide a new method of improving the surface of polymer-based
biomaterials.

1. Introduction

Many types of scaffolds have been investigated for use in
bone regeneration [1, 2], which serve as templates for cell
interaction and the formation of a bone extracellular matrix
(ECM) to provide structural support to newly formed tis-
sues. Ceramics, such as hydroxyapatite (HA) and β-trical-
cium phosphate (β-TCP), show good biocompatibility, but
they are brittle and thus are difficult to form into various
shapes. In contrast, synthetic biodegradable polymers are
more easily shaped and show flexibility. However, they may
elicit an inflammatory response in the host tissue because of
the release of acidic degradation products [3]. Considering
these problems, composites have been fabricated using

biodegradable polymers coupled with calcium phosphate
ceramics, whose excellent biocompatibility is established [4,
5].

The present authors have developed a novel composite
consisting of poly(l-lactic acid) (PLLA), which is a biode-
gradable polymer that has already been applied clinically,
and siloxane-containing vaterite (SiV); the siloxane-PLLA-
vaterite hybrid-composite is denoted as SiPVH, hereafter.
It can release calcium and silicate ions, which have been
reported to enhance the proliferation, differentiation, and
mineralization of osteoblasts [6–8]. The cellular compatibil-
ity of SiPVH was tested using mouse osteoblast-like cells [9].
A film of SiPVH was prepared by dip-coating a coverglass
with the composite solution. The film showed the release
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of calcium and silicate ions into the culture medium. Cell
proliferation and mineralization on the composite film were
enhanced in comparison with those on an undoped vaterite-
PLA composite film, which showed no silicon release.

Three-dimensional scaffolds are common in biomate-
rials. Electrospinning is a process for forming fibermats
with a high porosity and a high flexibility [10–12]. These
fibermats are very promising for the regeneration of tissues
and organs [11, 13] owing to the possibility of mimicking
some structural features of natural ECM [14]. Numerous
studies have shown the enhanced cellular attachment and
proliferation on fibrous materials [15–17]. The present
authors have successfully prepared a SiPVH fibermat by an
electrospinning method and then performed in vivo experi-
ments by placing the fibermat with 8 mm defects in the front
midline of the calvaria of New Zealand rabbits [18, 19]. They
found enhanced bone formation on SiPVH fibermats. PLLA
as a matrix phase in SiPVH is relatively hydrophobic. This is
a property to be improved for the adhesion of bone-forming
cells at the initial stage after implantation in the body.

A naturally occurring hydrated aluminum silicate,
(HO)3Al2O3Si(OH), which is called imogolite, has a nan-
otubular structure of ∼2.2 nm external and ∼1.0 nm inter-
nal diameters [20], with a length of up to several hun-
dreds of micrometers. The imogolite nanotube (INT) is a
hydrophilic material owing to numerous hydroxyl groups
on its surface and has a high surface area, resulting in
a high protein adsorption activity [21–23]. Ishikawa and
coworkers reported that the amount of normalized protein
per osteoblast-like cell (SaOS-2) cultured on INTs is two
times larger than that cultured on a culture dish, and that the
cells bond more strongly to INTs than to a culture dish [24,
25]. These results demonstrate the good biocompatibility
between cells and INTs: thus, INTs may be useful for various
biomedical applications.

In the present work, SiPVH fibermats were coated with
INTs to improve their hydrophilicity to enhance cellular
compatibility at the early stage after implantation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Preparation of SiPVH Fibermats. SiV particles of 1 μm
diameter, containing 2.6 wt% silicon, were prepared by a
carbonation method using methanol and γ-aminopropyl-
triethoxysilane (APTES; Momentive Performance Materials,
Japan) as the silica precursor, as described in our previous
works [9, 18, 19]. One hundred and fifty grams of Ca(OH)2,
60 mL of APTES and 2 L of methanol were mixed by bubbling
a CO2 gas in the resulting mixture for 75 min at a rate of
2 L·min−1. The resulting slurry was dried at 110◦C, resulting
in the formation of spherical SiV particles.

SiPVH was prepared by kneading PLLA (Mitsui Chem-
icals, LACIA; molecular weight: Mw = ∼140 kDa) with SiV
particles at 200◦C for 10 min in a weight ratio of PLLA/SiV =
7/3.

SiPVH was dissolved in chloroform for electrospinning
to prepare 10 wt% PLLA solution. The fibermats were pre-
pared by electrospinning at a voltage of 20 kV using the
conditions and compositions previously found to be optimal

for preparing microfibers of ∼10 μm diameter [18, 19].
The flow rate of the chloroform solution was 50 μL·min−1,
and the distance between the nozzle and the collector
was 150 mm. The drum-shaped collector was rotated at
2 m·min−1, and the syringe filled with the SiPVH solution
was traversed at 70–100 mm·min−1 from side to side.

2.2. Preparation of INT-Dispersed Aqueous Solution. INTs
were synthesized, essentially following a method described by
Suzuki et al. [26]. In 500 mL of distilled water (DW), 18.47 g
of aluminum chloride (AlCl3·6H2O; Wako Pure Chemicals)
and 9.2 g of sodium silicate (Na4SiO4·nH2O; Wako Pure
Chemicals) were dissolved to yield a Si/Al molar ratio of 0.41.

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH; Wako Pure Chemicals)
aqueous solution of 1 M was slowly added to the above-
described sodium silicate/aluminum chloride solution at a
rate of 2 mL·min−1 until the pH of the solution reached
6.8. The sample was separated by centrifugation and the
obtained precipitates were rinsed in DW with stirring.
After the centrifugation-rinsing process was repeated three
times, the resulting aluminum silicate precursors were
dispersed again in 12 L of DW. Subsequently, the solu-
tion was acidified again by the addition of 12 mL of
hydrochloric acid (HCl; Wako Pure Chemicals) with a
concentration of 5 M and then heated at 95◦C for 1 or
4 d for INT formation. Consequently, the resulting INTs
were dispersed in an aqueous solution with a concentra-
tion of 0.087 wt%. The INTs were observed by atomic
force microscopy (AFM) in the tapping mode. Figure 1
shows AFM images of the products after heating at 95◦C. The
average lengths of the INTs obtained after the heating for 1
and 4 d were 220 and 570 nm, respectively. They are denoted
as INT220 and INT570, respectively, hereafter.

2.3. INT Coating of SiPVH Fibermats. The INT coating of
SiPVH fibermats was achieved using an electrophoretic dep-
osition (EPD) method.

Each fibermat was cut into 15 mm × 15 mm × 0.2 mm
dimensions with scissors and then placed on 15 mm ×
60 mm × 0.25 mm aluminum foil. One hundred microliters
of ethanol were dropped on the foil to fix each fibermat on
the cathode electrode.

The objective of the present work is to prepare a hydro-
philic coating with an extremely thin layer of INTs on skeletal
fibers. Our preliminary work showed the EPD conditions for
the preparation. The point of zero charge (PZC) in an INT-
containing solution has been reported to be pH 6.0 [27].
The INT-dispersed aqueous solution described in Section 2.2
was adjusted to pH 5.5 with dilute NaOH solution of 0.1 M.
The resulting solution was considered to be slightly charged
positively. The cathode and anode made of aluminum of
15 mm × 60 mm × 0.25 mm dimensions were dipped in
30 mL of the solution, and EPD was carried out for 1 min
at 0.1 V of applied voltage. The separation distance between
the electrodes was 10 mm. After EPD, the sample was dried
at 50◦C for 3 h in air.

2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy. The samples were coated
with amorphous osmium using plasma chemical vapor
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Figure 1: AFM images of products after heating at 95◦C for (a) 1 d and (b) 4 d.

deposition (CVD) and then observed morphologically using
a field emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) system
(JSM-6301F, JEOL, Japan), with an energy-dispersive spec-
trometer (EDS).

2.5. Contact Angle Measurement. The static contact angle of
water on the fibermats was measured using a CCD camera
and SImage mini ver. 5.01 software. The average contact
angle was determined from the measurements at ten random
points per sample.

2.6. Cell Culture Tests. The fibermats were cut into disk-
shaped pieces of 15 mm in diameter with scissors for cell
culture tests, and the resulting samples were sterilized using
ethylene oxide gas. Murine osteoblast-like cells (MC3T3-E1
cells) were seeded onto the samples in 24-well plates at a
density of 50,000 or 80,000 cells·well−1 to evaluate their
proliferation or initial adhesion, respectively, and cultured
in alpha minimum essential medium (α-MEM) containing
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37◦C in 5% CO2.

The number of murine osteoblast-like cells (MC3T3-E1
cells) was evaluated using Cell Counting Kit-8 (Dojindo,
Japan). The cells were rinsed with α-MEM and then incu-
bated in the culture medium containing the reagent of the kit
at 37◦C for 2 h. Cell number was evaluated after measuring
the absorbance of the resulting medium at 450 nm. The dif-
ferences between the samples were determined by Student’s
t-test, with P < 0.05, which is considered to be statistically
significant.

The cells cultured on the samples for 3 h were fixed in
2.5% glutaraldehyde for 40 min at 4◦C, dehydrated through
a series of increasing concentrations of ethanol, and finally
dried with hexamethyldisilazane. The dried samples were
observed by SEM after they were coated with amorphous
osmium.

To evaluate the initial adhesion of the cells on the
fibers, they were cultured on the samples for 3 h and then
fixed in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) containing 4%
paraformaldehyde for 30 min at 4◦C. The cells were then

treated with PBS containing 1% bovine serum albumin
(BSA) and 0.1% Triton X for 25 min at 4◦C. Finally, they
were fluorescence-stained with 50 μL of Alexa Fluor 488
Phalloidin (Molecular Probe), which was diluted to a
concentration of 2.5% with PBS, for 30 min at 37◦C. The
samples were observed with a fluorescence microscope
(Keyence, BZ-9000).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Preparation of INT-Coated Fibermats. In our earlier
work, PLLA fibermats consisting of skeletal fibers of ∼10 μm
diameter and∼40 μm spaces between them, on average, were
reported to be suitable for cellular in-growth [28]. Figure 2
shows SEM images of the surface morphologies of the
noncoated and INT-coated SiPVH fibermats. Microfibers
of ∼10 μm diameter were observed on the surface and
found to be intertwined. The sizes of the spaces between
the microfibers varied between 10 μm and several hundred
micrometers, as shown in Figure 2(a). Numerous pores of
submicrometer diameter were found on the surfaces of the
fibers, which were due to the volatilization of the solvent of
the polymer solution during electrospinning [29, 30].

There are almost no significant differences in the appear-
ance between the SiPVH fibermat coated with INT220 and the
noncoated one, as shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respec-
tively. On the other hand, in the fibermat coated with INT570

shown in Figure 2(c), weblike plates around cross-linked
points of the fibers can be observed.

The EDS spectrum in Figure 2(a) shows the peaks of Ca
and Si due to SiV. The Si peak is small, since the silicon
content of SiV is very small (2.6 wt%). In the spectra of
the INT-coated SiPVH fibermats (Figures 2(b) and 2(c)),
Al peaks are seen in addition to the peaks of Ca and Si
due to SiV. The Si peak intensities are higher than that in
Figure 2(a). The Al contents of the fibermats coated with
INT220 and INT570 were estimated to be ∼2 and ∼7 at
%, respectively. The element originates from INTs on the
surface, since no Al is included in SiPVH. This indicates
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Figure 2: SEM images and EDS spectra of (a) noncoated and (b, c) INT-coated SiPVH fibermats. (b) INT220-coated and (c) INT570-coated
SiPVH fibermats. Center: magnified views; right: EDS spectra.

that INTs were coated on the fibermats by EPD. The weblike
plates around cross-linked points, as shown in Figure 2(c),
were found to consist of aluminum silicates with a Si/Al
ratio of ∼0.5, which corresponds to the INT composition.
That is, the plates were concluded to be an aggregation of
INTs. It has been reported that the viscosity of the INT-
dispersed aqueous solution increases with increasing INT
length and the number or forming net texture of INTs [24].
INTs attracted to an electrode in an electric field would easily
aggregate around the surface of the fibers, since the number
of INTs in a dispersed aqueous solution increases. Then, the
attracted INTs would likely form bridges around cross-linked
points. Since INT220 was shorter than INT570, the incidence
possibility of aggregation would be lower.

To discuss the EPD effect, a dip-coating method was
used: after the SiPVH fibermat was dipped in the INT-
dispersed aqueous solution (0.087%), it was drawn up at a
speed of ∼1 mm·s−1 and then dried. The EDS analysis of the
resulting fibermat showed no Al peak (under the analytical
limit). That is, it is difficult to coat the fibermats with INTs

by dip coating, and thus EPD is concluded to be a powerful
method for such coating. Since the INT concentration in
the solution is considerably small, almost no INTs would
adhere to the skeletal fibers after the dip coating. It is not
easy to prepare the dispersed solution containing a large
number of INTs owing to some technical problems, such as
impurity formation in the solution, and gelation owing to its
concentration. The hydrophobic surface of SiPVH fibers may
also be one of the causes of the difficulty in dip coating. In the
case of EPD, INTs would pass through the porous structure
of fibermats in an electric field and concentrate around the
surfaces of skeletal fibers, and then accumulate on them.

The noncoated fibermat exhibited hydrophobicity of a
contact angle of 121◦. In contrast, a drop of water imme-
diately penetrated the fibermats coated with INTs, which
indicated that the hydrophilicity of these fibermats was
improved markedly after INT coating. This is because INTs
are hydrophilic owing to the hydroxyl groups on their
surfaces and have a high water absorbency, attributed to their
nanotubular structure. In particular, the fibermat coated
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with INT220 showed excellent hydrophilicity as well as that
coated with INT570, although it is difficult to morphologi-
cally distinguish them from the noncoated one. A very small
number of INTs seem to be sufficient for improving the
hydrophilicity of fibermats.

3.2. Cellular Compatibility. The cellular proliferation behav-
ior of the INT-coated fibermats in comparison with that
of the noncoated one was evaluated using MC3T3-E1 cells.
Figure 3 shows the numbers of cells after culturing on them
for 3 days. The numbers of cells after culture on INT220-
and INT570-coated fibermats were significantly higher (P <
0.05) than those on the noncoated one on both day 1 and
day 3. There were no significant differences in the number
between the two types of INT-coated fibermat. This might
have been due to the effects of the INT coating, which shows
high cellular compatibility [24, 25]. Even with coating with
a trace amount of INT220, excellent improvement in the
compatibility on the fibermat was achieved.

The doubling time (DT) of the number of cells for
discussing proliferation behavior is determined by

DT = (t2 − t1) log 2
logN2 − logN1

, (1)

where N1 and N2 are the numbers of cells at the culture time
points t1 and t2 (h), respectively. The DTs of the noncoated,
INT220-coated, and INT570-coated fibermats were estimated
to be 33.0 h, 33.7 h, and 33.7 h, respectively, which are not
significantly different. The difference in the numbers of
cells after culture between the noncoated and INT-coated
fibermats might have originated from the adhesion behavior
of the cells at an early stage after seeding.

Figure 4 shows the numbers of cells attached to the
noncoated and INT-coated fibermats at 3 h after seeding. The
numbers of cells cultured on the INT-coated fibermats were
significantly higher than that on the noncoated one. INTs
were suggested to enhance the initial cell attachment to the
fibermats. However, there was no significant difference in the
number of cells cultured between INT220 and INT570.

Figures 5 and 6 show the morphologies of the cells
attached to the fibermats at 3 h after seeding. The cells adher-
ing to the noncoated fibermat were still spherical and were
preferentially attached to the surface around cross-linked
points between skeletal fibers, as shown in Figure 5(a). On
the other hand, as shown in Figures 5(b) and 5(c), the cells
on the INT-coated fibermats were elongated not only on the
surface around the cross-linked points but also on individual
fibers and actin filaments were aligned to the fibers. The cells
were attached over the entire surface of the INT-coated fiber-
mats, as shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c). These cell culture
tests suggested that INTs enhanced cell adhesion and growth.

Watari and coworkers reported that protein adsorption
on nanofibrous scaffolds contributes to excellent cell adhe-
sion and growth [21–23]. In our preliminary work, INTs
showed a high adsorbability to various types of protein
including acidic, neutral, and basic ones, owing to the large
specific surface area of the nanotubular structure. Thus, it
is proposed that cell-adhesive proteins, such as fibronectin
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Figure 3: Numbers of cells attached to noncoated and INT-coated
fibermats after 3 days of culture.
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Figure 4: Numbers of cells attached to noncoated and INT-coated
fibermats at 3 h after seeding.

and vitronectin, could be easily adsorbed on the INT surface
[31, 32].

Furthermore, the INT nanostructure may also be related
to cell adhesion. Hirata et al. reported that the nanostructure
of multiwalled carbon nanotubes might be effective in cell
entrapment [33]. The geometrical factor in the INT nanos-
tructure may be beneficial for cell attachment to surfaces.
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Figure 5: SEM images of cells on (a) noncoated and (b, c) INT-coated SiPVH fibermats at 3 h after seeding. (b) INT220-coated and (c)
INT570-coated SiPVH fibermats.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Fluorescence micrographs of cells on (a) noncoated and (b, c) INT-coated SiPVH fibermats at 3 h after seeding. (b) INT220-coated
and (c) INT570-coated SiPVH fibermats.

In the present work, a trace amount of INT was coated on
SiPVH fibers: no existence could be observed by SEM. The
measurement of the INT amount on the fibers is not easy
and the investigation is in progress. Although there might
be almost no need to consider the influence of the Al3+ ion
dissolved from the trace amount of INT on living body, we
would have to discuss its behavior in future.

There are almost no reports on the solubility of alu-
minum silicates in living body or under its simulated envi-
ronment, to the best of our knowledge. Although imogolite
has been reported to dissolve slightly in alkaline solutions of
pH > 10 [34] and in acid solutions of pH < 3 [35], almost
no information around the neutrality is seen. It would be
important to examine the solubility of INTs in detail.

4. Conclusion

Aluminum silicate INTs were coated successfully on an
electrospun fibermat, consisting of poly(l-lactic acid)-based
composite microfibers containing siloxane-doped calcium
carbonate particles by electrophoretic deposition using an
applied voltage of 0.1 V for 1 min. INTs of 220 and 570 nm
lengths on average were coated very thinly such that their
presence could not be observed by SEM. In the case of
coating with INTs of 570 nm length, weblike plates formed
around cross-linked points of skeletal fibers owing to their
aggregation. Shorter INTs were better for preparing a
homogeneous coating on a fibermat. The hydrophilicity of
the fibermat was improved markedly after INT coating. Cell

culture tests indicated that INT enhanced the attachment and
extension of MC3T3-E1 cells. The excellent compatibility
might have originated from the protein adsorbability and
geometrical factor of the nanostructure. Thus INT coating
may be one of the best approaches to improving the hydro-
philicity and cellular compatibility of biomaterials for bone
regeneration.
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Difference between adsorption of benzene by diatomite and nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite was investigated. And effects
of temperature, light intensity, relative humidity, and initial benzene concentration on adsorption and degradation of benzene by
nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite were also studied. The experimental results showed that when initial benzene concentration
was 2.2 × 10−3 mg L−1, it could be degraded to below safe concentration (1.1 × 10−4 mg L−1) after 50 h when temperature was
20◦C, but it just needed 30 h at 35◦C. When light intensity was 6750 Lx, it needed 30 h for benzene to be degraded to below safe
concentration, but benzene could barely be degraded without light. When relative humidity was 50%, benzene could be degraded
to 1.0× 10−4 mg L−1 after 30 h, while its concentration could be reduced to 7.0× 10−5 mg L−1 at the relative humidity of 80%.

1. Introduction

Benzene, which primarily comes from coating, painting,
adhesives, and other organic solvents inside buildings, has
become one of the most toxic substances and has been
identified as a kind of strong carcinogenic substance by Word
Health Organization. So it is very important and meaningful
to remove benzene in houses and workplaces considering
human health.

At present, there are some methods employed to remove
benzene such as microbial degradation [1, 2], adsorption [3–
7], catalytic oxidation [8–14], and so forth, among which
photocatalytic degradation of benzene by TiO2 has attracted
wide attention [11–14]. This is because TiO2 can degrade
many toxic substances under mild conditions and cannot
cause secondary pollution [15–18], besides being quite easy
to operate, making it become a simple way to remove
poisonous gases indoors. But as nano-size TiO2 powder is
inclined to aggregate to clusters and hard to be fixed, if being
directly doped into coatings to paint walls or furnitures,
it is very easy to fall off. So researchers have investigated
many methods to fix TiO2 on certain supports, among
which diatomite is just a good carrier. As there exists a
lot of silicon hydroxyls and hydrogen bonds on the surface

of diatomite, it can form strong force with TiO2, thus
overcoming the difficulty of TiO2 fixing. In addition, nano-
TiO2 immobilized on diatomite combines both large specific
area of diatomite and strong oxidation ability of TiO2, which
shows broad prospect in green adornments.

Based on our previous work [19–21], nano-TiO2 immo-
bilized on diatomite prepared by using TiOSO4 as raw
material, urea as precipitator and diatomite as support was
employed to degrade benzene in this work. To verify advan-
tage of nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite, difference
between adsorption of benzene by diatomite and nano-
TiO2 immobilized on diatomite was compared and effects
of temperature, light intensity, relative humidity, and initial
concentration of benzene on adsorption and degradation of
benzene by nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite were also
discussed.

2. Experimental

Diatomite and nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite were
used as the adsorption and degradation materials, as
discussed elsewhere [20]. Their morphology is shown in
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Table 1: Chemical compositions and characteristics of diatomite and nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite.

Diatomite Nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite

Chemical compositions
Main: SiO2 Main: SiO2 TiO2

Other: Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O Na2O and
other organic substances

Other: Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O Na2O and other
organic substances

Characteristics
Grain size and specific area were 10∼100 μm and
1.2995 m2/g, respectively

Crystalline phase of TiO2 was anatase, grain size was
150 nm and cover percent was 75%

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) The morphology of diatomite. (b) The morphology of nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite.
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Figure 2: The innercircle reactor for degradating benzene (1-
sample connection, 2-fan, 3-shell, 4-glass plate, 5-nano-TiO2, 6-
injection port, 7-slot).

Figure 1. And their chemical compositions and characteris-
tics are shown in Table 1. Benzene obtained by evaporating
its standard solution (the concentration was 100 mg L−1)
was used as the target degraded gas, initial concentration of
which was 0.0022 mg L−1. Ground glass, the effective area of
which was 0.08 m2, was used as the support of photocatalysts.
The structure of the photocatalytic reactor (the volume was
5 L) is shown in Figure 2.

Adsorption by reactor: before experiment, the reactor
was cleaned, dried, and sealed. Then the standard solution
of benzene was injected into it. When the solvent evaporated
thoroughly, it was put into illumination incubator with
temperature of 35◦C. During adsorption process, 1 mL
gas was taken out from the reactor at regular intervals
and analyzed by Gas Chromatography to determine the
concentration of benzene.

Comparison of adsorption by diatomite and nano-
TiO2 immobilized on diatomite: nano-TiO2 immobilized
on diatomite of 2 g was put into the reactor and benzene’s
standard solution of 0.29 mL was also injected into it. Then
the reactor was put into illumination incubator with tem-
perature of 35◦C and 5 fluorescent lamps opened. Like the
above experiment, 1 mL gas was taken out from the reactor
at regular intervals and analyzed by gas chromatography to
determine the concentration of benzene. When finished, the
reactor was cleaned and dried, and experiment was repeated
with diatomite of 2 g under the same conditions to compare
the difference of these two materials.

Effect of reaction conditions on degradation of benzene
by nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite: take the experi-
ment about effect of temperature as example, nano-TiO2

immobilized on diatomite of 2 g was put into the reactor
and benzene’s standard solution of 0.11 mL was also injected
into it. Then the reactor was put into illumination incubator
with temperature of 35◦C and 5 fluorescent lamps opened.
Similarly, 1 mL gas was taken out from the reactor at regular
intervals and analyzed by gas chromatography to determine
the concentration of benzene. The process ended when
the concentration of benzene decreased to below its safe
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Figure 3: Curve of adsorption equilibrium by reactor.

concentration. Experiment was repeated at 20◦C to study the
effect of temperature on degradation of benzene.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Adsorption by Reactor. When benzene is injected into
a closed reactor, some gas will be adsorbed to the wall of
the reactor. Accordingly, the degradation ability of nano-
TiO2 immobilized on diatomite will be artificially increased
if this part of adsorption capacity does not be excluded. In
order to reduce this kind of error, the experiment about the
adsorption of benzene by the reactor was conducted and the
curve of adsorption equilibrium was obtained, as seen in
Figure 3.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that the adsorption at the
first 8 h was almost linear. The concentration of benzene
reduced from 0.01 mg L−1 to 0.00866 mg L−1 after adsorption
for 12 h and almost maintained unchanged until 24 h,
implying the saturated concentration of benzene for the
reactor was 0.00134 mg L−1. To avoid relative error, in the
following experiments, the real adsorbed concentration of
benzene by nano-TiO2 was the concentration obtained by
experiment minus 0.00134 mg L−1.

3.2. Comparison of Adsorption by Diatomite and Nano-TiO2

Immobilized on Diatomite. The concentration changes of
benzene adsorbed by diatomite and nano-TiO2 immobilized
on diatomite under the same mass are shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that adsorption and
degradation of benzene by different materials were quite
different. Diatomite has strong adsorption capacity owing
to its many holes, as seen in Figure 1(a). At the first
12 h, the concentration of benzene decreased sharply. At
this period, the adsorption rate of benzene on diatomite
was much larger than the desorption rate. While at the
later 12 h, the slope of the curve greatly decreased and
tended to become unchanged, which demonstrated that the
adsorption rate of benzene on diatomite was almost equal to
the desorption rate and the concentration of benzene kept
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Figure 4: Comparison of adsorption between diatomite and nano-
TiO2 immobilized on diatomite.

steady. From the figure, it can be found that after adsorption
by diatomite of 2 g, the concentration of benzene reduced
from 0.0044 mg L−1 to 0.00139 mg L−1.

While for the nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite, the
adsorption rate at the first 12 h was greater than that of
diatomite. This was because benzene was not only adsorbed
to the diatomite through physical effect but also oxided to
CO2 and H2O by light-generated holes on the surface of
the nano-TiO2, which led to more adsorption of benzene
on nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite than on diatomite
alone. Moreover, the concentration of benzene still kept
decreasing untill 30 h, although the degradation rate was
smaller than that of the first 12 h. At this stage, desorption
of benzene from the nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite
gradually appeared, but the desorption rate was still smaller
than the adsorption rate, so the concentration of benzene
still kept reducing, indicating that the nano-TiO2 had lasting
degradation effect on benzene.

3.3. Effect of Temperature on Adsorption and Degradation
of Benzene by Nano-TiO2 Immobilized on Diatomite. The
change tendencies of benzene’s concentration under different
temperature are shown in Figure 5.

It demonstrated that the degradation rate of benzene
increased with the rise of reaction temperature. From the
figure, it can be seen that when the temperature was 20◦C, it
needed 50 h for benzene of 0.0022 mg L−1 to be degraded to
below the safe concentration, while it just needed 32 h when
the reaction temperature was 35◦C. This may be explained
as follows. First, the internal energy of benzene molecules
increased with the rise of temperature and their irregular
movement became fiercer, which made the cyclic process of
benzene’s adsorption and desorption on the surface of nano-
TiO2 much faster, but the adsorption rate and degradation
rate were larger than that of desorption, so the concentration
of benzene kept decreasing. Second, when the temperature
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Figure 5: Effect of temperature on degradation of benzene by nano-
TiO2 immobilized on diatomite.

was high, the saturation vapor pressure of steam increased,
which led to decrease of relative humidity in the reactor. In
this case, the nano-TiO2 would release the steam and other
dissolved gases adsorbed before to relieve the decrease of
humidity. So the diatomite would adsorb more benzene and
more benzene could be oxided to nontoxic gases by nano-
TiO2. While at low temperature, the benzene molecules were
relatively steady and the rates of adsorption, degradation,
and desorption were much slower, so the decrease rate of
benzene’s concentration at high temperature was relatively
larger.

3.4. Effect of Light Intensity on Adsorption and Degradation
of Benzene by Nano-TiO2 Immobilized on Diatomite. Light
intensity is another factor which has important effect on
degradation of benzene by nano-TiO2 immobilized on
diatomite. As known, TiO2 can be activated by ultraviolet
light. After being activated, the photogenerated electronics
and holes will reduce or oxide the organics and inorganics
adsorbed to the surface of the nano-TiO2. When the wave-
length is definite, the intensity of the light will determine the
number of electronics and holes generated by illumination,
thus determining the concentration of benzene degraded by
TiO2. It is the same for ultraviolet in visible light. Besides,
as the light intensity at every point in the light range is
different for different light source and different light space,
so average light intensity is used as the intensity in certain
space. According to the following formula [22]:

Eav = N ×Φs ×U × K

A
, (1)

Eav—average light intensity, Lx; N—number of fluorescent
lamp; Φs—light flux of a fluorescent lamp, Lm; U—use
coefficient, generally 0.4; K—maintenance coefficient, 0.8;
A—Incubator’s bottom surface area, 0.2 m2 the average light
intensity with different number of fluorescent lamp is listed
in Table 2.
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Figure 6: Effect of light intensity on degradation of benzene by
nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite.

Table 2: The average light intensity for different number of lamp.

N (number of lamps) Eav (Lx)

1 1350

3 4050

5 6750

The changes of benzene’s concentration at different light
intensity are shown in Figure 6.

It can be found that when the light intensity was definite,
the concentration of benzene decreased with time going
on. For example, when the light intensity was 4050 Lx, the
concentration of benzene reduced sharply at the first 35 h,
while the rate became much smaller after that; this was
also because at the first 35 h, the adsorption rate and the
degradation rate were much greater than the desorption
rate, so decrease of benzene’s concentration was significant,
with time increasing, the desorption of benzene from the
surface of photocatalyst gradually became apparent, causing
the decrease rate of benzene’s concentration become small.
Besides, it can be seen that the stronger the light intensity
was, the larger the decrease rate of benzene was. When the
light intensity was 6750 Lx it just needed 30 h for benzene
to be degraded to below the safe concentration, while it cost
more than 30 h when the light intensity was 1350 Lx and
4050 Lx. This was because more holes were generated at large
light intensity than at small light intensity, leading to faster
degradation of benzene.

3.5. Effect of Relative Humidity on Adsorption and Degra-
dation of Benzene by Nano-TiO2 Immobilized on Diatomite.
Relative humidity is also an effect which has important
impact on degradation of benzene. In this section, the
standard solution of 0.27 mL was first injected into the
reactor, implying the water’s volume was 0.27 mL. To realize
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Table 3: Volume of deionized water needed to be added at different
relative humidity.

Relative humidity (%) Volume of deionized water (mL)

50 0.110

60 0.132

70 0.154

80 0.176
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Figure 7: Effect of relative humidity on degradation of benzene by
nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite.

relative humidity of 50%, 60%, 70%, and 80%, the volumes
of deionized water needed to be added into the reactor
were calculated according to gas state equation when the
temperature was 35◦C. The results are listed in Table 3.

Figure 7 shows the changes of benzene’s concentration
with reaction time under different relative humidity.

As is known, when the photogenerated holes transfer to
the surface of TiO2, they can accept electrons from O2 and
H2O to generate •O2− and •OH, which have strong oxidation
ability. Undoubtedly, the more H2O there is, the more free
radical there can produce. So it is beneficial for degradation
of benzene when the relative humidity increases. It can also
be found from Figure 7 that the degradation rate of benzene
increased with the relative humidity ranging from 50% to
80%. But it is not to say the relative humidity can be infinite.
In practice, there is certain range of humidity for people to
endure, about 40% to 70%. So for degradation of benzene,
the principle is the bigger the relative humidity is, the better
the effect is, but people’s comfort is the first to be considered.

3.6. Effect of Benzene’s Initial Concentration on Adsorption
and Degradation of Benzene by Nano-TiO2 Immobilized on
Diatomite. When benzene’s initial concentration is different,
the degradation situation will be quite different. To verify
effect of initial concentration on the degradation of benzene
by nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite, two groups of
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Figure 8: Effect of initial concentration on degradation of benzene
by nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite.

experiments were carried out and the results are shown in
Figure 8.

As Figure 8 shown, at first hours, the higher the initial
concentration was, the larger the degradation rate was. This
could be explained by degradation process of benzene by
TiO2. First, benzene was adsorbed to the surface of TiO2.
Second, it was oxided to nontoxic organics or even CO2 and
H2O. Third, the products were desorbed from the surface of
TiO2. When the initial concentration of benzene was higher,
there was more benzene adsorbed to the surface of TiO2, so
the decrease rate of benzene was larger at first hours. But with
time going on, the desorption of benzene from the surface
of catalyst gradually appeared, which hampered the further
adsorption and degradation of benzene, so the decrease rate
of benzene’s concentration became smaller. When initial
concentration was 0.0022 mg L−1, it could decrease about
95% after 30 h, which was higher than that of Pd/TiO2 [11]
in efficiency.

4. Conclusions

Diatomite can only adsorb benzene, while nano-TiO2 immo-
bilized on diatomite not only can adsorb benzene but also
can degrade benzene to nontoxic organics. Experiments
about effect of reaction conditions on adsorption and degra-
dation of benzene by nano-TiO2 immobilized on diatomite
showed that temperature had great effect on the adsorption
and degradation process, when the initial concentration
of benzene was 0.0022 mg L−1, it could be degraded to
below the safe concentration by nano-TiO2 immobilized on
diatomite after 30 h when temperature was 35◦C, while 50 h
was needed when temperature was 20◦C. Light intensity was
direct driving of the degradation process. TiO2 could not
play role of degradation when there was no light, while
it just needed 32 h to degrade benzene to below the safe
concentration when light intensity was 6750 Lx. Relative
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humidity also impacted the degradation process. When
relative humidity was 50%, the concentration of benzene
could reduce from 0.0022 mg L−1 to 0.0001 mg L−1 after
30 h, but it could reduce to 0.00007 mg L−1 at humidity of
80%. Besides, when initial concentration was 0.0022 mg L−1,
it could decrease to below safe concentration after 30 h,
while the time was 54 h when initial concentration was
0.0044 mg L−1. In short, the nano-TiO2 immobilized on
diatomite not only showed high adsorption and degradation
capacity for benzene, but also could be used in decorative
materials to remove benzene indoors conveniently.
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We report the transmittance modulation of optical signals in a nanocomposite integrated by two different silver doped zinc oxide
thin solid films. An ultrasonic spray pyrolysis approach was employed for the preparation of the samples. Measurements of the
third-order nonlinear optical response at a nonresonant 532 nm wavelength of excitation were performed using a vectorial two-
wave mixing. It seems that the separated contribution of the optical nonlinearity associated with each film noticeable differs in
the resulting nonlinear effects with respect to the additive response exhibited by the bilayer system. An enhancement of the optical
Kerr nonlinearity is predicted for prime number arrays of the studied nanoclusters in a two-wave interaction. We consider that
the nanostructured morphology of the thin solid films originates a strong modification of the third-order optical phenomena
exhibited by multilayer films based on zinc oxide.

1. Introduction

The attractive features related to nonlinear optical media are
mainly given by the potential applications in diverse areas
for optical communications, instrumentation techniques,
sensors, actuators, and processing of signals, among other
purposes [1]. Certainly, all materials can exhibit a third
order optical nonlinearity; but those that are functionally
considered third-order optical materials, in a higher level,
are capable to present noteworthy changes in absorptive and
refractive effects with dependence on irradiance excitations.
Several scientific researches about distinct processing routes
for preparing advanced optical materials have been carried
out [2]; however, the powerful and ultrafast optical response
of nanostructures has given rise to their relevance in the
development of low-dimensional nonlinear optical devices
for photonic effects or electrical phenomena [3]. In this
respect, one of the most important physical behaviors

responsible of the modification of the optical features of
nanoparticles is given by the quantum confinement, which
originates a discrete and sharp selective participation of
the electronic nature in a sample with physical properties
strongly dependent on size and shape [4]. Besides, it also
has been demonstrated that a reinforcement of particular
optical processes can be engineered by quantum conditions
[5]. Apparently, the influence of the environment on the
nanoparticles also should be taken into account in order
to better describe their optical and electrical characteristics
[6, 7]. Therefore, with the inclusion of dopants to produce
changes in the morphology of a nanostructured material,
it is expected to accomplish the possibility to tailor the
optical nonlinearities [8]. Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a promising
transparent material with fascinating optical and photocon-
ductive properties [9, 10]. An outstanding participation of
silver (Ag) ions in the improved optical response of ZnO
thin films has been pointed out [11]. Thus, in this work, we
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analyze a nonlinear optical experiment with a nonresonant
excitation in Ag doped ZnO samples. We study the nonlinear
optical response of two different thin solid films in order to
make notice of the resulting nonlinearity dependent on the
duplication of the thickness of the film. Finally, we find that
a prime number array of the studied nanoclusters in a two-
wave interaction can generate an important enhancement of
the optical Kerr effect.

2. Experimental Details

2.1. Processing Route of the Samples. ZnO : Ag thin solid films
were deposited from a 0.4 M solution of zinc (II) acetate
[Zn(O2CCH3)2] (from Alfa, 98%), dissolved in a mix of
deionized water, acetic acid [CH3CO2H] (from Baker, 98%),
and methanol [CH3OH] (from Baker, 98%) (100 : 100 : 800
volume proportion). Separately, a 0.2 M solution of silver
nitrate [Ag(NO3)] (from Baker, 98%) dissolved in a mix of
deionized water and acetic acid [CH3CO2H] (from Baker,
98%) (1 : 1 vol. proportion) was prepared, in order to be
used as doping source. A constant [Ag]/[Zn] ratio of 2
at. % was used. The deposition system used in this work
includes a piezoelectric transducer operating at variable
frequency, which was set to 1.2 MHz and the ultrasonic
power at 120 W. ZnO : Ag films were deposited onto soda-
lime glass substrates with an area of 2.0× 1.0 cm2. The details
of the deposition system have been previously described
[12]. The cleaning process of the substrates is as follows:
(i) sonication for 5 minutes in trichloroethylene ((C2HCl3)
from Baker, 98%) for degreasing the substrates, followed by
(ii) sonication in methyl alcohol ((CH3OH) from Aldrich,
98%), (iii) sonication in acetone ((CH3COCH3) from Baker,
98%), and finally, (iv) the substrates are dried by a jet of
pure and dry nitrogen ((N2) from PRAXAIR, 99.997%).
Then the substrates were placed on a fused tin bath, whose
temperature was measured just below the substrate using
a chromel-alumel thermocouple, which is contained in a
stainless steel metal jacket. The substrate temperature (Ts)
was 400◦C, within an accuracy of ±0.5◦C. Pure N2 (from
PRAXAIR, 99.997%) was used as the solution carrier and
director gas, with flow rates of 3.5 and 0.5 L/min, respectively.
In order to promote the crystallization, the samples were
annealed at 400◦C in a N2 atmosphere showing a better
densification traduced as a reduction of particle size when
the annealing lasts 4 hrs. The thickness of the deposited
films onto soda-lime glass was manipulated by controlling
the time of deposition. The film thickness obtained after
10 and 5 minutes of deposition was measured with a KLA
Tencor P15 profilometer, resulting in approximately 500
nm and 250 nm, respectively. The morphology of the thin
films was analyzed using Scanning Electronic Microscopy
(SEM) performed with a FEI Quanta 3D FEG Microscope
system in STEM mode (Scanning Transmission Electronic
Microscopy). The elemental composition of the samples was
obtained by Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) using a
JAMP-7800 (JEOL) equipment, with a base pressure of 8.6×
10−8 Pa (6.15 × 10−10 torr). The parameters of the primary
electron beam were 10 keV of energy and 0.34μA of current.
The samples were inclined at 55◦ with respect to the normal
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for the
vectorial two-wave interaction.

of the surface. The linear transmittance spectra of the thin
films were acquired with a Perkin Elmer XLS UV-visible
spectrophotometer.

2.2. Third Order Nonlinear Optical Response. The annealed
thin solid film samples were investigated measuring the opti-
cal transmittance in a vectorial two-wave mixing experiment.
Separated measurements on different thin solid films with
thickness of 500 nm and 250 nm were performed. Then, we
measured a tandem configuration integrated initially by two
films with 250 nm thickness put together to obtain a 500 nm
sample width; finally another tandem configuration was
measured in the same fashion with the two films of 500 nm
thickness giving a 1000 nm thickness of total sample width.
Figure 1 illustrates the experimental setup. MNL represents
the sample, A1-2 are polarizers, and PD1-2 are photode-
tectors with integrated filters. Pump and probe beams,
with linear polarizations making an angle of 45◦, are in
simultaneous propagation in the same region of interaction
of the studied sample. A solid state laser with 1.5 W of average
power and 532 nm wavelength was employed as a probe
beam; whereas a nanosecond Nd : YAG laser with 532 nm
wavelength and maximum energy of 375 mJ per pulse at 1 Hz
was employed as a pump. The diameter of the beam waist for
the probe beam in the sample was measured to be 1 mm and
for the pump beam was 6 mm.

In order to describe the propagation of the electric fields
in the two-wave interaction taking into account a null self-
diffraction phenomenon, we follow the procedure to obtain
the expressions for the amplitudes of the transmitted fields
derived elsewhere [13]
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[
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where E1±(z) and E2±(z) are the complex amplitudes of the
circular components of the transmitted waves beams; while
E0

1± and E0
2± are the amplitudes of the incident waves at the

surface of the sample; α is the optical absorption coefficient;
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Figure 2: Typical SEM micrograph of the ZnO : Ag films (a) as-deposited (b) after annealing at 400◦C in nitrogen.

Jm(Ψ(1)
± ) stands for the Bessel function of order m, z is the

thickness of the nonlinear media, and
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are the nonlinear phase changes. Here A = 6χ(3)
1122 and B =

6χ(3)
1221, which are the independent components of the third-

order susceptibility tensor χ(3) for an isotropic material. The
optical wavelength is represented by λ and the refractive
index is no.

3. Results and Discussion

From Figure 2, it can be observed a representative panoramic
view of one region of the samples obtained by Scanning
Electronic Microscopy (SEM). Both images show evidence
of the nanostructured morphology that can be obtained
with the ultrasonic spray pyrolysis deposition technique. The
grain size distribution range results in grains with 400 nm
to 500 nm for the as-deposited sample, while these grain
size distributions are reduced by the annealing process as it
has been previously indicated [12] resulting in values from
100 nm to 200 nm. The surface morphology of ZnO : Ag thin
films is composed of individual grains resembling slices with
hexagonal shape; it can also be noted that secondary grains
are formed by stacks of slices, on top of which there is a
kind of spiral. This type of defects can be identified as screw
dislocations. It is usual to find out similar characteristics in
ZnO thin films deposited by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis [14].
Columnar grains with a hexagonal shaped form were
observed in both cases.

The doping concentration through the films was deter-
mined by AES. A uniform distribution of the Ag and an
absence of segregation were observed. The Ag content within
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Figure 3: Transmittance spectra of the samples.

the films was always below the values corresponding to the
starting solution, possibly due to the evaporation of an Ag
fraction during the film growth. However, it was confirmed
that the annealing process does not participate in the
evaporation of Ag after the deposition process. The resulting
distribution of Ag in the ZnO : Ag samples were found to be
close 1.0 at.%. Finally a stoichiometric relationship between
Zn and O, corresponding to ZnO was observed throughout
the whole films.

The corresponding linear transmittance spectra obtained
for the studied ZnO : Ag thin solid films are shown in
Figure 3. One can clearly notice a significant effect of trans-
parency resulting from the annealing process in the film for
wavelengths above about 400 nm in the plot.

The polarized irradiances of the transmitted beams in
the two-wave interaction were measured in different cases
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Table 1: Magnitude of the third-order optical susceptibility in the
studied samples.

|χ(3)| [esu]

Monolayer
250 nm

Monolayer
500 nm

Bilayer
500 nm

Bilayer
1000 nm

4.4 × 10−9 1.9 × 10−9 3.7 × 10−9 1.8 × 10−9

of polarization of the incident beams making an angle ϕ
between their planes of polarization. The axes of trans-
mission of the analyzers A1-2 were aligned in order to
detect the orthogonal components of the polarization of
the probe waves. An error bar of ±10% was estimated for
the experimental irradiance data. By comparing numerical
simulations of (1)–(4) with the data obtained from the
transmitted irradiances in the thin film samples, we obtained
the nonlinear optical parameters. Figure 4 shows the experi-
mental transmittance of the probe beam with the best fitting
of the numerical simulations.

The estimated |χ(3)| parameters are presented in Table 1.
As a comparative result, we measured the nonlinear

optical response for a pure ZnO thin solid film sample and
then we find that |χ(3)| = 6.2 × 10−11 esu. These last results
are comparable with the nanosecond nonlinear optical
response previously reported for ZnO and ZnO : Ag samples
were prepared with different processing techniques [15].

Numerical simulations made by (1)–(4) allow us to com-
pare the nonlinear optical enhancement related to the spatial
period of the distributions of the nanoclusters in a bilayer
ZnO thin solid film. We consider that the first and the second
layer display periodic periods, TA and TB, respectively.
Figure 5 illustrates the variation in the predicted nonlinear
optical response for the studied samples when we consider
that a periodic distribution of nanoclusters can be founded
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Figure 5: Third-order nonlinear optical response as a function of
the distribution of the nanoclusters in a bilayer film.

in each film and the resulting rate relation between these two
periodicities, TA/TB, is a pair number or a prime number.

Remarkable differences in the nonlinear optical response
of aligned periodic arrays are showed in Figure 5. It is worth
noting to mention that this contrast is absent when the
comparison concerns to arrays with pairs or odds TA/TB

numbers. Nevertheless, pertaining to the studied prime
number case, the distinctiveness is consequence from the
irregular contributions from each particular region provided
by the first nanocluster-containing film to the second one
in a bilayer system of samples. Similar deductions have
been achieved for plasmonic arrays of nanoparticles [16,
17]. Regarding the expanded distribution of interacting
nanoclusters in multilayer arrays of thin films, it could be
derived an increase in the participation of the nanoclusters
by the modification of the volume fraction with respect
to the area of the total interacting sample. Therefore, the
opportunity to give rise to an enhancement of multiphotonic
interactions seems to be possible. We consider that the major
role about the involvement of the nanoclusters in a cascade
nonlinear optical effect is to promote radiative recombina-
tion and excitations concerning to quantum confinement,
with the benefits on the optical Kerr response by stronger
accumulations of irradiance in the whole sample.

4. Conclusion

Within this work, we identified important differences in
the nonlinear optical properties exhibited by monolayer and
bilayer silver doped zinc oxide thin solid films prepared
by an ultrasonic spray pyrolysis technique. A vectorial
two-wave mixing experiment allows us to modulate the
optical transmittance of a nonresonant 532 nm wavelength
of excitation in the samples for evaluating the magnitude
of the third order nonlinearities. We observed that a strong
enhancement in the nonlinear optical response of zinc oxide
can be obtained by silver doping and by prime number arrays
in multiwave mixing interactions. Apparently, the thickness
and the nanostructured morphology of the thin solid films
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originate a strong modification of the third order optical
phenomena exhibited by zinc oxide thin films. Potential
applications for developing all-optical devices can be con-
templated.
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